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BITTER FIGHT PRECEDES THE
VOTING UPON CANDIDATES FOR

sergeant-at-arm-

Meantime

Rose-wat-

took an occasional whack on
the table with his gavel.
The effort to seoure order was Interrupted by the appearance through
a lde door of a big transparency carried by the La Foltette delegates
A cheer swept the
from Wisconsin.
ball.. Sharp and clear came the Wisconsin :yell and it led another round
of cheers. '
"U'rah rah! Wiscon sin! U'rah rah!
Rah!!!"
Senator. Dixon was busy making a
la8t sounding of the, Roosevelt forces
while the sergeant-at-arm- s
sought to
clear the aisles. He was aided by
Governors Deneen of Illinois and HadThe packed aisles
iey of Missouri.
yielded slowly to the pressure.
A reading clerk with a fog horn
voice finally got attention at 12:15
p. m., and announced that a flashlight picture, was about to be taken.
The crowd was quiet. Then came a
tremendous "boom" as the flashlights
exploded. The band broke Into the
"Star Spangled Banner" and a delegate shouted amid cheers: "The
opening gun."
Governor Hadiey of Missouri, the
Roosevelt floor leader, took a position with the Illinois delegation, equally as commanding as that occupied
by James E. Watson of Indiana, the
Taft floor leader.
Rosewater at last got the attention
of the .delegates with the assistance
of the reading clerk with the big voice
and a megaphone.
"The hour of 12 having arrived,
said Rosewae'-- . glancing at a slip of
"and a quorum manifestly
paper,
convention will be
heing iweoenu'-thin order "wliiTe tli Rev. Fathei"
will invoke divine bleseing."
"Mr. Chairman, I rise to a question
er. Ab Father Callaghan concluded
Chairman
Rosewater pounded the
table with his big gavel and announcWls-con-si-

TEMPORARY CHAIRMANSHIP
Blumenburg of the United States Ben-atand Fred Ireland, dean of the reporters in the house of representa-tivts- .
e

ROOSEVELT FORCES LED BY

President
Charles Dewey Hiilles,
Taft's secretary, made his appearance
on the convention platform before 11
o'clock. His countenance showed no
worry or grave concern over the outcome of the session! Members of the
republican national committee made
their appearance one by one.
President Taft unexpectedly gained
a delegate In the Pennsylvania delegation today through the illness of
Delegate Cooper of the Twenty-thir- d
district. Mr. Cooper la a Roosevelt
man, but his alternate, Mr. Newcomer, lis a Taft man. Cooper was unable to be present.
Hadiey Is Roosevelt spokesman,
Chairman Rosewater dt was announced, lhad" agreeu to recognize
only Governor Hadiey of Missouri, as
the representative of the Roosevelt

GOVERNOR OADLEV; WATSON
HEADS THE TAFT

COHORTS

Attack on Temporary Roll Call By Colonel's
Supporters, Signal for Outburst of
Oratory and Applause
.

i

FROM FLOOR AND GALLERY

people.
Up to noon there had been no signs
Tail and Koosevelt Speakers Refer Back to Precedents Sel By
of enthusiasm, no cheering, no marchFormer Conventions Undismayed By the Noise and Confusing up and down. Delegates and
leaders came in and went straight to
ion, Chairman Rosewater Rules With a Hand of
their seats, or stood talking In the
the
to Be the Largest and Stormiest in
aisles.
History of the Republican Party
These was some
perturbation
Iron-Conve-

Chicago, June 18 The republican
national convention, in, full awing of
oratory and factional enthusiasm, at
2 o'clock this afternoon had not yet
organised. United States Senator
Ellhu Root of New York and Governor Francis McGovern of Wisconsin
forces reby the Taft and antl-Taspectively had been placed In nomination for- temporary chairman, but no
vote had been reached, j
The Roosevelt people had attempted to make the temporary roll but
Chairman Rosewater of tne national
entertain any
committee refused
business but nominations for temporary chairman. This brought the test
squarely upon that Issue.
At 2:30 the vote on temporary
phajirman jseemed still distant. A
better speech by Francis J. Heney,
attacking by name national committeemen who helped make up the temporary roll, had precipitated a scene
of confusion, cheers, hisses and catcalls which stopped the proceedings
for many minutes.
"I've as
Heney stood waiting:
much time as 'you. You're going to
hear me If It takes all summer."
Policemen at every corner, and In
every , aisle were the distinguishing
feature of the scene at the Coliseum
. the early hoars before the doors were
opened to ticket holders.
The nervous tension due to general
expectation of tumultous scenes
"from the drop of the hat" at the
opening of the republican national
convention was very apparent on all
sides. The police were as nervous as
anybody else.
Along the' front row, between the
body of delegate seats and the platform, a solid row of uniformed police, as early as 9:0 a., m., sat
waiting for nobody knew what
Last touches by the carpenters
mingled with an obligate of hammers
and a buzz of conversation, forerun-- ners of the heavier hammering prom-- .
Jsed when the convention began.
At 10:15 a. m. the band in the
began to play "My Country,
ft

.
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among the Taft forces as to whether
or not the two Taft delegates seated ed:
'Tis of. Thee" and the people began from the Fourth California district
"The secretary of the republican
would be able to reach their seats national committee will read the call
to stream Into the Coliseum.
It hardly seemed possible that the on the convention floor. There was of this convention."
hall, huge as It looked, could hold relief when word reached the hall
Secretary Haywara read the call.
nearly 14,000 people. Yet Khat is only that the Taft delegates had procured
The moment the call was completa few more than the total, 13,778 guest tickets and would sit with the ed Governor
Hadiey of Missouri, the
0
This total includes for
persons.
delegates from Alaska. The tickets Roosevelt floor leader, was on Mb
in the body of the hall, 1,990 on for the entire delegation were turned
feet
over last night by National Commit- ' "Mr.
the platform, 150 sergeants-at-arms- ,
Chairman," he called out.
500 policemen and 400 messengers, teeman Knight of California to Gov"The chair recognizes Governor
ernor Hiram Johnson, chairman of
ushers and pages.
Hadiey of Missouri," said Chairman
A few minutes later a thin proces-slo- the delegation.and one of the most Rosewater.
of men in plain clothes came in radical of the Roosevelt leaders.
"Mr. chairman, I rise to a questloi
at one of the entrances. Assistant
It was stated as the hour for the of information," said Hadiey. The
s
sergeants-at-armthey were but the convention drew near that the roll call governor was beckoned to the stage
police pounced upon them as if they on thp selection of temporary chair- and made his way there amid apman would 'be by individuals and not plause. James E. Watson of Indiana,
were a hostile army.
The soft click of tne "secret sound- by states. This plan will be in ac- Taft floor leader, followed him. In
ers" of the newspaper telegraph op- cordance with the action of the con- the meantime William Barnes, Jr., of
erators began to be audible near the vention in 18S4.
New York was on his feet
Bearing two huge banners inscribed
"I make a point of order," he
platform about 10 o'clock. The convention hall "story of the momen "California for Roosevelt" the staffs shouted but was not recognized.
tous republican convention of 1912 tipped with the golden bear of the
Governor Hadiey then stated his
was streaming out to the newspapers state, the California delegates, head- question whioh Involved the substitued by Governor Hiram Johnson filed tion of rolls prepared by the Rooseof the civilized world.
cheers velt forces' for the temporary roll
At exactly 10: IB the band broke in into the hall.
ScatteringStone prepared by the national committee.
with "America." A few- people heard greeted them. Sergeant.-at-Arm- s
the sound and stood up with heads ordered the banners removed.
"I rise to inquire whether the naAfter considerable discussion the tional committee has framed for this
bowed. A bit later when ithe music
struck up "The Star Spangled Ban- Callfornlana consented to remove the convention a proper temporary roll,"
ner" many more people caught the banners but insisted on retaining the said Hadiey.
staffs.
Charles P. Taft, brother of James E. Watson, Taft floor leader,
air and stood up.!
; Every ticket holder passed muster the president, visited the Texas dele- interrupted, saying: "Mr. Chairman, I
three times. At the last he surren- gation and asked them to "sit firm make the point of order that nothing
dered hi day's coupon and no- means in the boat." He also visited several is in order before this convention unremained to help a friend ,or to con- other delegations and urged them not til it has been organized."
vince a doorkeeper of the Importance to be affected by Roosevelt cheers. '
Both Hadiey and Watson were
At ten minutes of 12 practically all cheered, as they stood on each side of
of the iticketless ones outside.
A big mahogany
gavel, and a of the delegates were on the floor the chairman's table, facing each
Bounding board of .the same material but many of them either had not lo- other.
were placed .for Chairman Rosewater cated or had not tak their seats.
"I rose to a question of informato be resigned presently to Senator The aisles were choked and thjere tion," answered Governor Hadiey,
Root or Senator Tiorah, or whomever was much confusion. The hall was a "preliminary to making a motion. Unelse the convention1 might choose as veritable Babel. Above the roar of til I had made that motion there was
the conversation of calls and yells the nothing to make a point of order
temporary chairman.
E. J. Lampson of OhioT the veteran big band from its lofty perch kept against I still have the recognition
reading clerk of the national house powring out more or leas mournful of the chair." Again the cheers
Victor
Rosewater
of representatives aid associate par- tunes.
began broke out.
Governor Hadiey then presented his
liamentarian,, was at Ms place by the pounding for order at 12:02 p. m.
Stone called his his
formal motion to take from the temspeaker's table long 'before the time
f ,
to clear the aisles.
for opening.
porary roll the Taft delegates and
two
official
W. W. (Jndete) Heffelflnger of Min- substitute the Roosevelt delegates In
stenographers
,'The
were In front of the jlatform famil- neapolis the famous former Yale foot- certain contested states.
Mr. Watson renewed his point of
iarizing themselves with the position ball guard, led the attack on the aisle
of delegations. ' They,, are Milton crowds. He was acting as an assist order before the list was read.
11,-27-
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"The point of order seema to be
well taken," said Rosewater, "but if
the governor will address himself to
will hear him
the point of order,-wfor 20 minutes, not wishing to be arbitrary ."
Governor Hadiey called to the. platform Governor Deneen of Illinois and
former Governor Fort of New Jersey.
Secretary Hay ward announced to
the delegates that each side would be

PALZER WANTS TO FAIR

DELEGATES

'

ENLIST TOMMY

CHEERED WHEN

RYAN

TI1EYV0TE

beard for 0 minutea
Representative Sereno E. Payne of
New York was summoned to the stage
by the Taft forces. As each of the
champions took the stage a round of
cheers swept the hall. Pennsylvania,
New Jersey and California yelled
wildly for the Roosevelt leaders.
There was a brief consultation by the

TRAINER
OF
FORMER
WIRES
FOR THE FIR8T TIME CALIFOR.
. FLYNN AN OFFER TO ACT
'
NIA IS REPRESENTED BY
AS INSTRUCTOR
WOMEN
Tommy Ryan, who recently resigned as trainer of Jlm Flynn, this mornCHAIRMANSHIPVOTE IS BRISK
ing received an ofer from A Palzer
to act as trainer for the New Yorker
while the latter is getting ready for THE
DELEGATIONS
VARIOUS
HadGovernor
Then
forces.
opposing
his match with Bombardier Wells,
GREETED BY CHEERS AS
iey stepped to the front of the stage
which Is to occur On May 28. Ryan
and began his argument
THEY ANSWER CALL.
The plan of Roosevelt leaders an- stated this afternoon hp had not ded cided whether or not he would accept.
nounced two days ago was being
SGLIB
out apparently without regard to Palzer recently announced his Inten- SOUTHERNERSNOT
the action of the Roosevelt leaders tion of being here on July 4, to chaln
last night, who voted to put In a re- lenger the winner of the
SEVERAL STATE8 DIVIDE THEIR
knockof
sure
is
He
he
bout
afsays
solution requiring 540 uncontested
SUPPORT BETWEEN THE
is
firmative votes to carry any proposi- ing out or defeating Wells, who
"""
Twn rihiniMTES
of
Engthe
heavyweight champion
tion.
MorCarl
land.
Palzer
defeated
has
announced
Governor
briefly
car-rrie-

Flynn-John-so-

Hadiey
again bis motion and the fact that ris and numerous other white hopes
Rosewater had ruled that a point of and is recognized as a comer in the
order against the motion seemed to realms of pugilism. Should Flyhn
Chicago, June 18. United
feat Johnson and should Ryan enlist
elect-be well taken.
States Senator Root-w- as
"Instead of following the illustrious in the Palzer camp the sporting world
ed temporary chairman of
a
the republican national con- example of our distinguished leader, might witness the former trainer of
William McKInley, when he presided champion assisting a challenger to
vention late this afternoon af- In a convention and Invited full de prepare to battle for the belt This
ter an exciting contest His- bate and consideration of a point of Used to occur often in the lifetime of
opponent was Governor Mc- order, the present chairman has ask- Billy Delaney, who brought out sevGovern, of Wisconsin.
ed , only for a brief statement from eral of the big fighters and usually
eatfh side," said Governor Hadiey. managed to be with the winner.
The mention of McKinley's ( name
evoked no wplaiise.i
Convention Hall, Chicago, HI.,
"I assert,1" he went on, that tno
i8r-rit- ,ii
Mrs. FlrZ
question ia whether the national com
ence C. Porter, California, votes for
mittee of the republican party has
McGovern, and gets a big cheer.
- Mrs. Isabella Blaney gets a like
the absolute power to form a tempor
ary roll for this convention, which
recognition.
can only be changed by a report from
Arkansas 18 votes: Root 17; Mca committee of this convention, or
Govern 1.
whether this convention itself shall
California 26 votes: Root 2; Mcsay who shall sit in It
24.
Govern
"If it is la the power of 27 men to
'Connecticut 14 votes: Root 14.
GOVERNMENT
WILL
FEDERAL
say who shall sit in this convention
Delaware 6 voltes: Root 6.
INSTALL A PLANT, AUTHORarbitrarily and without appeal, then
Colorado 12 votes: Root 12.
IZED BY RECENT BILL.
we have reached the end of represen
Florida 12 votes: Root 12.
tative governmjent in this country."
senate last Sat
States
The
United
Georgia 28 votes: Root 22; Mc
A round of cheers greeted this at
the bill introduced some Govern 6.
urday
passed
on
The
the national committee.
tack
Idaho 8 votes: McGovern 8.
time ago by Senator T. B. Catron of
delegates listened to Hadiey with Santa
Indiana 30 votes: Root 20; McGot-providing, for a fish cultur
Fe,
quiet attention.
al station In New Mexico. The site ern 10.
"We know but one government In for .the
Kansas 20 votes: Root 2; McGov-- v
hatchery has not been fixed
this oountry he said "government by (the locality to be determined after ern 18.
political party. If a political conven- the sate legislature passes an act conIllinois 58 votes: Root 9; McGov
tion can be controlled by a group of
the government the ern 49.
upon
ferring
men wtthln the party, then have we
Iowa 26 votes: Root 16; McGovern
right to manage the station.
established political oligarchy. Then
'
The opening of this station will be 10.
have we given a few men control of
great benefit to this state. At the
Kentucky 26 votes: Root 23; Mc
over party and convention."
.
present time it is necessary for New Govern 3.
Governor Hadiey said he had ample Mexico to bring young fish from the
Louisiana 20 votes: Root 20.
precedent for the action he demand- hatchery in Creede Colo., to stock the
Maine 12 votes: McGovern 12.
ed. In 1864, he said, the convention streams of the new state, and as Colo
Maryland 16 votes: Root 8; Mc
"in its own right to conduct its own rado also has to be supplied from Govern 8.
business In its own way," overthrew this station, fish are often dished out
Massachusetts 36 votes: Root 18;
the national committee's selection of sparingly to the New Mexico streams. McGovern 18.
a temporary chairman.
There are many ideal places In
Michigan 30 votes: Root 19; Mc
"That convention declared that the New Mexico for such a hatchery, sev Govern 10; one absent.
national committee was the servant, eral of the most desirable being lo
Minnesota 24 votes: McGovern 24.
noit the master of the people In the cated In this section of the country.
New Jersey 28 votes: McGovtrn 28.
party," he said.
New Mexico 8 votes; Root 6; Mc
There are places in the Pecos forest
I
Hadiey also quoted as a precedent reserve well suited to the location Govern 2.
a decision of George F. Hoar of Mas- of a hatchery, and (the upper Gallinas
Mo20
votes:
Root
16;
Mississippi
sachusetts, presiding in the conven- canyon would afford ideal conditions Govern 4.
tion in 1880, who recognized a motion
Of all places the
& station,
Missouri 36 votes: Root 16; Mc
to amend the temporary roll by sub- headwaters of the Gallinas probably Govern 20.
affords the most desirable conditions.
stituting delegates.
Montana 8 votes; Root 8.
"This Is the way this question The lay of the land, the mountain
Nebraska 16 votes: McGovern 16.
should be decided today," shouted water as pure and clear as a crystal
Nevada 6 votes: Root 6.
New Hampshire 8 votes: Roolt'8.
Hadiey and the crowd cheered. Had are suited to the location of a hatch
New York 90 votes: Root 76; Mo- iey closed in a storm of applause and ery, and It is doubtful if any better
Governor Fort of New Jersey took place could be found for the location Govern 13. Root did not vote.
the stage.
of the fish cultural station.
North Carolina 24 votes: McGov
"There has never come before a
ern 21; Root 3.
great national convention of this
North Dakota 10 votes: McGovern
great party of ours a question of
9; Houser 1.
more vtal importance than the quesOhio 48 votes: Root 14; McGovern
tion you now are called upon to de34.
TODAY IN CONGRESS
termine," said Governor Fort.
Oklahoma 20 votes: Root 4; McGov
In 1880, he said, wihen a question
ern 16.
'
was raised as to the right of the conOregon 10 votes; Root 3; McGovern
vention to pass on its temporary roll,
Washington, June 18. Senate: Not 6; one absent
the convention was declared to hold In session.
Pennsylvania 76 votes: Root 12;
House: Met at 11 a m. to finish McGovern 64.
(Continued on Page Five)
sundry civil appropriation bill.
Rhode Island, 10 votes; Root 10.
:
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LAS VEGAS DAILV

RING BATTLE

N

(By Ed W. Smith)

ary April int Chicago, and the nights
are positively cold. The section has
Just passed through a brief rainy season but today the natives 'say that
with the beautifully bright sunshine
the rainy season is over and there
will be no more moisture for the
next three weeks at least.
But It isn't hot, not according to
at
a Chicago standard of Judging
least The sun Is warm and pleasant, the shade always cool but the
nights continue cold. And one always
has use for a light overcoat after the
run has dropped down behind the
Pocky Mountain ran$e to the west of
the cities.
Collars do not wilt like they do in
That's why In a general
Chicago.
way why It's hard for athletes to take
off weight here. As a matter of cold
fact the average man Is Inclined to
take It on, even after the severest
of labor. Strange, but true.
Johnson gets up good weata but
it la hard work. He told me last
night that It was the hardest grind
he ever went through and that he
wouldn't like to undertake it again.
The famous colored gladiator Is getting the results," there is little question of that for yesterday he was below the 220 pound, mark for the first
time sire? he has been here. But It
Is taking Johnson's whole ambition
and a rare exhibition qf will power
to keep up the clip he has "to go.
Both fighters are being affected
strangply in the matter of diet here,
too. Both naturally hearty eaters out
of training, they are the lightest of.
the camps at the present time.

How is the high altitude of Las
Vegas going to affect the big flght- erg when they Mart work in their
championship mill here July?
This is one of the big questions
that everybody Is asking everybody
else and a problem that la making
the betting men hesitate before mak
Ing up their minds how to lay their
money.
Las Vegag la considerably over a
mile above see, level. This makes the
air here mighty thin and aa one of
the eastern men remarked the other
night when the question oame up for
discussion: "You have to make two
bites at it before you get a mouthful"

Even If a trifle Inelegant that's the
whole thing In a lew words. The
man. who Isn't used to It gasps under the strain of a little exertion.
Many argue that Flynn, having
been reared In the height of Pueblo, Colo.,' la better equipped naturally
to stand the light air than Is Johnson.
The heavyweight champion refutes
this' argument by saying that by the
day of the contest he will have been
here long enough to become thoroughly acclimated and anyway, he remarks, he la immune to the effects
of the air because of the tremendous
lung capacity and wonderful heart
that he possesses.
It may be recalled that Dr. Sargent, the Harvard University expert,
after an exhaustive examination of
said that Johnson's
thjd champion,
heart was one of the finest he ever
saw In an athlete.

the
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The Peevish Child
Needs a Laxative

ALTITUDE MAY BE FACTOR IN
JOIINSON-FLYN-

OPTif

It Is natural for a child to laugh and
play and when It sulks drowsily or
cries you may depend on It something
physical Is the matter. If you see no
evidences of a seritoua ailment you
will not be wrong If you quietly slve
it a dose of mild laxative that eveu
ing on putting It to bed.
The remedy most generally recommended for this purpose la Dr.
Syrup Pepsin, which mothers
througout the country have been giving their children for a quarter of a
century. Today thousands of families
are using It where hundreds used It
then ,and there must be good reason
for this word of mouth recommenda- It Is admittedly the perfect laxative
for children, women, old people and
all others who need a gentle bowel
stimulant and not a violent salt, cathartic pill or doctored water. Dr.
Coldwell'a Syrup
Pepsin will act
gently, and when taken before retir
Cald-wel'-

s

ing will bring completa satisfaction in
After a short use of
the morning.
this remedy all forms of outside aid
can be dispensed with and nature will
again act alone.
Allclasses of good American people
keep lb in the home for Ills of the
stomach, liver and bowels, and anvoni
the thousands who have written the
doctor that they will never be without
It are Mrs. Q. A. Bates, 246 E. 6th St.,
Salt Lake City, Utah, and Mm. T. E.
Hickman, Temnath, Colo A dose of It
has saved many a person from a serious Illness.
Anyone wishing to make a trial of
this remedy before buying it in the
regular way of a druggist alt 50 cents
or one dollar a large bottle (family
size) can have a sample bottle sent
to the home tree of change by elmply
addressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 405
Washington, St, Montlcello, 111. Your
name and address on a postal will do.

The Newest, Best and Most Desirable

HER CHAMOIS
Of tho Season,

Wfill (SEES

i

DURING OUR

'TP
.1
.
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at Greatly

PIMM

SEMI-ANNU- AL

BAILIE

EVERYTHING

-

about this big fellow. He'll be there
In Dry Goods, Women's Misses and Children's Ready-to-wea- r
garments,
aa strong and good as eter."
Johnson also treated toe doctor's
Boy's Clothing;, Men's and Boys Hats and Caps. Trunks, Suitcases and
statement lightly and outtiide of sayBags and all Children's Shoes and Oxfords
ing that he was feeling fine and as
strong as ever, declined to get Into an
argument with anybody about hie
"I'm the main one to be
condition.
satisfied In this respect and my
friends come next," johnson said. "I
have already assured them that I'm
all right and on that I'm resting conment
Like Johnson Flynn is the smallest tent. The others I don't care about
because they'll find it out to their
eater in his camp.
Jim is a careful feeder, however. cost on July 4."
Flynn Bhifted his work a trifle yesHe has no wife to cater to him but
Baldwin DressesilCorsets, Kayser's Silk Gloves and Hose, Wunderhose, Cadet Hose, Toilet
he has Chlo Coleman, an old time terday, too, doing no boxing but payGoods, SunburstfSillt, Monogram Stencils, Bedding, Butterick Patterns and Publications
friend and former dining car cook, ing the usual sharp attention to his
and
Threads.
cold
switchroad
The
exercises.
snap
to attend to all of the food that is
him
like
ed
and
he
decided,
Johnson,
could
be
set before him., And no wife
roumore painstaking that this same to make It a day off from the old
tine.
NOTHING EXCHANGED
NO TELEPHONE ORDERS
Chic, who puts up about the most apClaude Johnson, the Kansas City
petizing array of victuals that one fistic
never misses a
expert, who
could consistently wish for.
looked Flynn
battle,
championship
famished
Long after the always
over and said he never saw him looktheir
ploughed
through
have
helpers
He concedes Flynn a
meale Jim is still at It pondering long ing better.
chance dn the comlngi Dattle.
over each mouthful and thus getting great
Bill Naughton, the daddy of them all,
the very best results, according to
writes that he will land here on June
all experts in the gastronomic line.
225, preferring to come here than to
Mealtime is a delight to Flynn be
match
the Wolgast-Rlver-s
watching
uiau
a
cause he is
strong, mtsuiuy
same
the
afternoon.
at
Los
Angeles
hut he exercises great care with his
Biddy Bishop, the Tacoma expert
1862
food despite, the fact that he disposwrites
that he will head a consideres of some dishes, corn beef and capable
of
section
party here from that
baae for instance, that usually are es5JJB"
the country. Jim Flynn has asked him
chewed in other well organized train
:
to be one of his seconds against
"
ing camps.
onto the books in the room thio afJohnson.
The diet question in both camps is
has reserved ternoon and betting on the republican
Fort
Worth,
Tenas,
a big one but it is being handled by 100 tickets.
Manyof the holders of nomination vfas brisk. Seven to 10
perfect artists in their lines.
l?Jre "by auto.
So against Taft was the prevailing prl.e
will
cone
these
Round Trip Excursion Rates
Tommy Rjym' hasf, definitely quit
come in from and one Denver man offsred to bet
have
v
t
many
y ...
inquiries
the Jim Flynn camp vat Montezuma.
different sources regarding $5,000 at even money rtoosevelt
many
As told yesterday Ryan and Flynn
that a bureau of informa would be elected if nominated. "Any
auto
roads
r
f
didn't hitch from the start and the
established here to an- part of it" brought out a small play,
has
been
tion
'.
end was inevitable. Though Flynn
and wires. This alout $l,f00'in ell being placed.
letters
swer
the
nnd Rvan boxed almost daily last
l
to
be
to
Bookmaker Talbott has
the
seems
popular method
big
to
week they never got along well
in
12
as
the
UBe
to
round
battle.
dividing
point
the
of
coming
gether. Ryan kept telling Flynn what
machine on the
Watson Burns has signed up George his big
Johnson would do to him unless he
of
the
Canadian
number
wagers in this
the
former
rounds,
heavy
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CONTEST

nervous

B

DESPONDENT

IS

fUPREME

FUSES
T!ON

COURT

APPROVAL

WOMEN
RE-

TO TAKE JURISDIC-- ,
IN ELECTION MIXUP.

Santa Fe, N. M., June T8. Tne
state supreme cour yesterday In th
important case of Kill Ho'ioman vs.
T. D. Lieb, an election contest Involving the judgeship of the eighth
handed down an
judicial district.
opinion dismissing the petition without prejudice declining jurisdiction
Only one more important case re
mains to be disposed of, that involv
lng the receiver's sale of the las Ve
gas Electric Power and Transit com
pany, which has been in the courts
for a long time, before' the court will
be in vacation.
The supreme court merely declines
jurisdiction in the
contest, maintaining that it would
take Jurisdiction only in emergency
cases HRe that of the Owen-Va- n
Stone contest and intimating that the
district court Is the proper tribunal
before which to initiate the contest
The opinion Is by Associate Justice
Parker and all the judges assent to

Find Relief in Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
Vegetable Compound
Their Own Statements
So Testify.

Incorporation.
The Silver City Amusement com
pany filed incorporation papers today
with the corporation commission, the
capitalization being, $3,000, the num
her of shares 3,000 and the paid up
capital $2,000. The" incorporators
and directors are: William P. Thom
son, Mason X Kelly, Herndon Lehr,
Emmett Aj Plevlns and Harry W.
111
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Will Have Charge of Rates.
' B. F. Seggerson of El Paso, who
has been appointed by the corporation commission to taRe charge of
rate matters, took his oath of office

on Saturday. He has taken up his
residence in Santa Fe and is already
at work on the problems which con
front him. He was for several oars
chief clerk of the freight rate-- - de
partment of the El Paso and South
western at El Paso, and general
freight and passenger agent with the
R. G. S. M. & P.
The Maneuvers.
Adjutant General A. S. Brookes re
ceived final ward today from Adjutant General W. A. Simpson of the
Central d.vlslon, that no United
States troops will be sent to New
Mexico this year, as not sufficient
funds are available ' for transportation. However,
Adjutant General
B'ookes is still discussing with the
the war department the possibility of
sending New Mexico militia to the
encampment in California.

Platea, Pa. "When I wrote to you
first I was troubled with female weak
ness and backache,
and was so nervous
that I would cry at
the least noise, it
would startle me so.
I began to take LyA

o

it

0

"I

.

tended he had lost the note and the
.laintiffs made out a new note to
take Its place; that they have paid
this note and that now the Archuleta
Mercantile company to whom the former note seems to have been assign
ed by Archuleta, claims that plaintiffs
are indebted to it In a large sum.
KEYSTONE, STATE BANKERS.
Bedford SpringsT"Pa..r" June '18.
William Livingston of Detroit, presi
dent of the American Bankers' association, President. B. F. Harris of the

WILD

Illinois Bankers' association, and Detective William J. Burns are among
those who- - are to address the Pennsylvania Bankers' association, which
met here today for its eighteenth anA. ,J. Hazeltine of
nual convention.
Warren, president of the state association, presided at the opening session and delivered his annual address.
The sessions will continue over tomorrow.
ALLUMNI DAY CELEBRATED.
Madison, Wis.-- , June 18. Alumni
day was celebrated at the University
of Wisconnin today wits a program of
festivities and class reunions following closely the established custoin.
Commencement exercises will be held
'tomorrow, when one. of .the largest
classes in the history of the university will receive diplomas.

Commission.

head-!uater-

125,-00-

in iiiMiiiinrnnmi- r-

Nerves like iron
and a healthy appetite
Does that appeal to you? If for
any reason your nerves are all unstrung, you feel all fagged out, brain
weary, tired and have no appetite
don't trust to blind chance to recuperate, but get a
bottle of Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey at once.
It will bring back the sparkle in your eyes, put an
fedge on your appetite and give you better digestion. Better digestion drives more nourishment into the bodyy
builds more strength, strengthens the nerves, gives more
resistance to disease, more energy to the whole system.
It has been the standard of purity and excellence for
over 50 years; made of carefully selected grain, thoroughly malted ; wholesome and pleasant to the taste.
Sold by all druggists, grocers and, liquor dealers or
direct. $1.00 a large bottle. If your dealer cannot supply you, write us and we will tell you how to get it.
The Duffy Malt Whiskey Co., Rochester, N. Y.

I10RS
IS NOT SURPRISED AT ATTEMPTS
OF CERTAIN PEOPLE TO
"GET EVEN"

Sauta Fe, N. M., June 18. Upon the
receipt of plans and specifications,
State Engineer C. T). Miller today approved two applications of considerable importance In the eastern sec
tion of the, state. These applications
cover what is known generally as the
Urton Lake project on the Pecos In
the vicinity of Fort Sumner.
The history connected with this
project is long and interesting. Originally it was filed upon by the United States government with a view of
developing a 60,000 acre proposition
and utilizing a large natural reservoir
site with a capacity of 300,000 acre
feet. This proposed work of the government entailed a diversion canal
of 338 miles extent, and the slate engineer declared the construction of
this project to be unfeasible on this
and other grounds.
Application No. 395, was filed February 21, 1910, by the Urton Lake
Land and Water company of Santa
Fe, calling for the irrigation of
acres of land and the appropriation of 1,500 second feet, at an estimated cost of $1,779000, utilizing, in
a general way the project as contemplated by the government. The
state engineer, however, required in
their plans a provision for an equalizing reservoir to be built immediately
and in which the
upon the Pecos
floods could be partially controlled
and diverted Into the reservoir.
Application No. 436 was tiled by
D. J. McCanne of Fort Sumner call
ing for 1,225 sec. ft. storage of
acre ft in wliat is known as the
Luna and Alamo reservations, all
on the Pecos about six miles
above Fort Sumner, to cost $2,000,000.
A knowledge of the flooding charac
ter of the Pecos would make the latter plan of direct storage on the riv
er decidedly more feasible, and it
would irrigate 120,000 acres. Both
of these applications, together with
many others on the Pecos river, were
rejected by Territorial Engineer Sulli
van and on appeal Jo the board of
water' commissioners such decision
was reversed. The plans and specifications attached to this project have
been approved by the engineer's of
fice, requiring state supervision in
the construction work and any
to
change from the plans so adopted
'
be approved by the state.
These applications were combined
into one project to be finally selected
by the state Carey act and board,
with a view of minimum cost per
acre for water right, and general desirability and location of the lands
to be irrigated. About 195,000 acres
have been segregated temporarily by
the Carey act board with the general
land office and as soon as the combined projects formulate the Carey
act 'filings for a permanent segregation the exact acreage according to
the) water supply will be then held
permanently and the balance thrown
open for settlement.
The project represented by these
two applications being exceptionally
large and of great interest to the
state, one year was given in which
to commence construction work, wo
and four
years to complete
years to complete the total construction, and three years additional to
apply to beneficial ,' use. This is one
of the largest projects in the state
and is attractive by its Carey act
character, where the land can be purchased by settlers having contracts
with the construction company for
water right at 50 cents an acre. The
project is located admirably to railroad facilities.
As stated above, the water was ap
propriated by the government, but a
release was filed by the acting secre
tary of the interior to the effect that
the government had abandoned the
intention of the construction of the
Urton Lake project, which makes it
possible for the combined applications to receive this water and to
carry on a project in this locality.
M. A. Otero of Santa
Fe, is actively interested in the proposition.
80,-00- 0

203,-70-

0
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SUPREME TRIBE OF BEN HUR
The state corporation commission Orawfordsville, Ind., June 18. The
.has organized by appointing George Supreme Tribe of Ben Hut, a fratera
W. Armijo chief clerk at $2,000 a nal organization with national
in
its
this
E.
clerk
F.
began
Coard,
city,
corporation
year;
at $1,800 a year; B. F. Seggerson in eighth biennial session here today
charge of the rate department; Juan with large attendance of delegates.
J. Ortiz, clerk, at $75 a month, Mrs. The officers' reports show that the
Prumbach, official stenographer. Dur- order now" has ft total of nearly
scattered over 32
members,
ing the absence of Corporation Com
missioners Grove9 and Williams this states More than $9,000,000 has been
veek. Commissioner O. L. Owen will paid in death claims since the order
was founded.
be in charge.
Corporation
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STATE ENGINEER MAKES IT POSSIBLE FOR BUILDING OF
BIG PROJECT.

1
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EXPECTS

GETS CURLEY

MILLER

dia E. Pinkham's
remedies, and I don't
have any more cryI sleep
ing spells.
sound and my nervousness is better.
I will recommend
your medicines to all suffering women."
Mrs. Mary Halstead, Platea, Pa.,
Box 98..
Here is the report of another genuine
case, which still further shows that Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
may be relied upon.
had inflamWalcott, N. Dakota.
mation which caused pain in my side,
and my back ached all the time, I was
so blue that I felt like crying if any one
even spoke to me. I took Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, and I
it.
began to gain right away. I continued
State Funds.
its use and now I am a well woman."
State Treasurer O, N. Marron start- -- Mrs. Amelia Dahl, Walcott, N.
ed off this week with the receipt of Dakota.
If you want special advice write to
$5.75 from Game Warden T. C. de
T.vilia K. Pinkham Medicine Co. (coufl- Baca.
dential) Lynn, Mass. Your letter will
Dental Board.
be onened. read and answered by a
The New Mexico board of dental woman and held in strict confidence.
examiners is Jn session today and
will continue in session until Monday
District Court.
at the Capital City bank building.
In the district court for Rio Arriba
Federal Court.
county, today, Attorneys Renehan
The A. T. & S. P. Railway company and Wright filed a suit for Luis M.
has taken an appeal in the damage Crtiz, et al, vs. the Archuleta Mer
case of O'Conner, etc., vs. the A. T. cantile company, and J. M. Archuleta,
& S. F. In which the plaintiff had
Jr . asking for an accounting on a
.1
3"
t- - AAA
V
note of $S,000; that Archuleta pre

1
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Health is the foundation of all good
The wise woman realizes this
and takes precautions to preserve her
health and strength through the period of child bearing. She remains a
pretty mother by avoiding as far as
possible the suffering and dangers of
such occasions. This every woman
may do through the use of Mother's
Friend, a remedy that has been so Ions
In use, and accomplished ao much
good, that It Is in no sense an experi
ment, but a preparation which alwayi
produces the best results. It is for
external application and so penetrating
tn its nature as to thoroughly lubricate
every muscle, nerve and tendon involved during the period before baby
comes. It aids nature by expanding
the skin and tissues, relieves tenderness and soreness, and perfectly prepares the system for natural and safe
motherhood. Mother's Friend has been
used and endorsed by thousands of
mothers, and Its use will prove a comfort and benefit
T
to any woman In H liOlUCXj
need of such a
remedy. Mothera
flO
Friend is sold at
foi
book
drug stores. Writ for free
expectant mothers, which contains
much valuable information.
looks.

DISMISSED
STATE
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one-fift-

Jack

Curley,

the

of

promoter

is not

bout, Bays he

Johnson-Flyn-

resurprised to learn that various
the
about
circulated
ports are being
(ountry In an effort to knock the bis
ring battle, which Is to hie staged
here on July 4' Las night Curley received numerous Inquiries from Denver, Chicago and other cities concerning a report that Governor McDonald
would stop the fight. Curley Inquired
as to the source of the report and was
Informed the news had been sent out
It seemed to him
from Albuquerque.
strange, according to his statement,
that news concerning the bout should
Las
come from Albuquerque when
with
filled
is
newspaper corVegas
the
is
and
place where
respondents
the big noise regarding the fight Is
''

located.

,

This morning he Issued the following statement, which was .sent broadcast throughout the country:
East Las Vegas, N. M.,
June 18,
All I can say is, that there are at
the present time in Las Vegas about
20 of the leading sport, writers in the
country. Among them Ed Smith, of
the Hearst papers; Claude Johnstone,
,
of the Kansas City Star; Harry Lani-ganwho is free lancing; Root of the
Associated Press, and others. As Las
Vegas is the center, and all these
men are on the Job, I see no reason
why, the country should pay any attention to hazy humora and Imagin
ary troubles coming from Albuquer
que or any other point
Just now as the datje for the match
is drawing near, and numerous per
sons imagine that their sole efforts
were responsible for the success - of
the
match, which now
is a positive and assured fact, each in
turn combes now with demands ranging from a few complimentary tickets,
to a thousand dollars. Of course the
honest critic and square booster expeats nothing, that is not coming to
him. The others come in with un
reasonable demands, for which In the
aggregate a million dollar gate would
not be a paying proposition and on
being refused each in turn goes out
to get even.
And from now on I expect to see
and
all kinds of canards flashed
mailed through the country, ranging
from Flynn laying down to Johnson,
or Johnson laying down to Flynn, as
the visions of the imaginary may dic
tate, to the fight being prevented and
the arena burned down.
AH these things happen as a toll
for being at the head of a big event,
and promoters of boxing matches
must pass through this ordeal in every
case where a Wge match is to be
n

Flynn-Johnso-

decided.

In closing I wish to add that if
anything happens in any way or shape
to the
attraction the
news will come out from Las Vegas
immediately, as witih both men train
Flynn-Johnso-

n
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CO., AtUaU,

thousands of pretty girls at spreads
and luncheons, rooted for the home
team In the annual baseball game
with Yale, went through traditional
"stunts" in the stadium, and wound
up the most joyous day in its history
with teas, dinners and music.
The day opened for the seniors
with their attendance at ,prayers in
Appleton chapel, where Prof. George
H. Palmer
officiated.
Following
prayers they assembled in front of
Holworthy hall and marched to Sanders' theater where the graduating
exercises were held. The oration was
by Robert W, Williams of Baltimore,
the class poem by James G. Gllkey
of Watertown, Mass., and the ode
by George W.,Gray of,Houston. The
Ivy oration a the stadium this af
ternoon was delivered by Robert C,
Benchley of Worcester.
VERMONT DEMOCRATS MEET
Vt., June 18. DemoMontpeller,
crats of Vermont assembled here today to select delegates at large and

district delegates to the national convention and to nominate a state ticket to be voted for atjthe election
next fall. The indications are that the
delegates to Baltimore will be

reads Tht Optto.

Try a Sack You'll Like it.
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OF LAS VEGAS, N.'M.

Capital,

$100,000

Surplus, and Undividbd Profits $35,000

Our npnni(nr Rprpivp Fvprv Cn'nrtpsv and Ac
commodation Within the Scone of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on Time deposits
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It is now well known that not more
than one case of rheumatism in ten
requires any internal treatment what
ever. All that is needed is a free application of Chamberlain's Liniment
and massaging the parts at each application. Try It and see how quickly it will relieve the pain and soreness. Sold by all dealers.
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The Discovery of America
in Motion

Pictures

"

'The Mosi Vivid Elaborate and Exptrmvt Films Ever Made. Pronounced
Pulpit. Press Critics. Historians and Public as a never.to.be. equalled ttiumphj
in Motion Picture Production.
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Our New Perfection Broiler
It enables the housewife to broil
Perfection
Stove as over a coal fire.
New
well
the
on
as
And of course you
A oses all the heat.
are familiar with the
It cooks evenly.
It broils both sides at once.
It doesn't smoke.
Ccok-stov- e
Is pleasing many women.

ty

A $50,000.00

Production

Which took three yeais to make. Cast ol 350 people. Over three thousand
leet l massive and elaborate settings, gorgeous costumes, perlecl photography,
story, and excellent action, giving an hour show ol indescubablo

dramatic

and pictorial magnificence.

A Picture that Every
Woman
Man,
and Child Should Witness

DON'T

Miss

It

Net BerjctiGR
Oil

convenience all the year
uch
It will bake, broil, roait and toait
well
at a regular coal range.
jiut at
It u
round.

The New Perfrction Stove it htnojoinerjf
Sniikcd in nickel, Kith cabinet top, drop helvet,
towel racks, etc.
k
with every More.
Free Cook-Boo- k
aho aiven to anyone tending 5 ceoti to
coyer mailing tott.

CONTINENTAL OIL CO.
Denver,

Pueblo, Albuquerque, Cheyenne,
Boiae, Salt Lake City

-

Butte,

1
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK
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Jefferson Ray noldi President
HaPett Raynoids Cashier
H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier

E. O. Raynolds Vice President
Stephen E Davis Vice President
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HERMIT LODGE
In the midst of tall pines. The most

Rvervtwdy

SALE

unin-structe-

'

GERMAN-

a Delight

ALL GROCERS

roR
1

HARVARD'8 CLAS3 DAY.
June 18. The
Cambridge, Mass.,
class of '12 owned Harvard today. In
its celebration of its class day it
bowed itself in prayer, listened
to
escorted
oration, poem and ode,

--

beautiful resort on the' Scenic High
way, excellent trout fishing,
accommodations.
Running
mountain spring water.road porch
es, rustic swings, music. The ideal
place for an outing. Table unexcelled.
MRS. S. B. WARNER, in Charge.

EMPRESS, vou know, is that "Mighty-Good- "
-MILLED
Flour that makes Baking

C

publicly every morning and after
noon, and with the numerous staff
correspondents and news service men
mingling all day long with the populace, there would be no chance to
hold th news for even an hour.
JACK CURLEY.

1
.
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KMQULAK HCTAtL VAUJg.
end onr
W fmrchud sere rat carload! of thla bantlfnl dinner-waform purchase ana Med tba nianQfactamr to Kive a an exctoalve deaiva
low price. We are cbarglnir pari or the coat to "ft'lvertih.nc
very
loI
of
x pen ." and only ana yoo to pay a
the actual cM of tba
lealfti aud cannot ! daptioaied la
aet. It la of ft beautiful "Comoa" percittiire
for laa than M In any reuU coma atore. It la guaranteed by Utft
anility
and onraflvee.
T tit' re ta a coupon la every eack of LARABEB'8 Flour. Send na fi
nd $s.w Id caah, draft. potaJ or xpra money order, and wa will
coupons
Dd yoa one of these beautiful seta by frviKbt.
Adilrcaa coupons and re
m It tance to Tbe Cbina Department of tbe Larabee Fluor Milla Company,
and address plainly.
name
Be
aure
to
write
Kanaas.
your
iiuarblnaon,
Tbe coupons la LARArsEB'B Flour are also good for Kotcers Bilarwarta
and oilier valuable premlumaAak. lor deaoriptive circular.
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SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
AND
$3.90
EMPRESS Flour CASH

THE BR0WE3
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY
JUNE i9 AND 20th
Admission Adults 15c, Children 10c
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PRESIDENT TAFT, THE FAN
By Charles W. Murphy, President Chicago
Magazine.

Baseball is the one great game. Ev
ery year but adds to Its popularity.
Baseball is popular because it is an
interesting game, fair and square in
every detail. And because it is a
clean cut sport it has made numbers
of powerful friends, among them the
chief executive of the nation, IVesl- dent Taft.
It has been only a short time since
President Taft, while visiting Pittsburg, expressed a desire to see the
Pirates and Cubs on the battlefield.
A box wag forthwith draped with national emblems and all necessary arrangements made to entertain the
president in a manner becoming his
bigh position. But the chief execu
tive, like all true lovers of baseball,
wished toatt end this game In his ca
pacity as a private citizen and as a
supporter of the greaeest pastime in
the world. , It was not ,Taf t, ithe
president, but Taft, the fan, who
wished to see this game, and while
mindful of the hospitable efforts put
fqrth to entertain him properly, he
sent to the management a mor sage
which has served to endear him to
all other loyal fans throughout the
country: "Put me with the rest of the
fans," was the simple, straightfor
ward request from the chief magis
trate of the nation. His wish was
granted, and those who attended that
contest were favored by the slgjht of
the nation's leading citizen seated
without display In the crowded grand
stand. Here he showed his democrat
ic spirit by munching, peanuts and
drinking lemonade Just like any other fan out for an afternoon of pleas
ure and relaxation. He sat in the
erandstand with President Arthur
Twining Hadley, of Yale university.
Secretary of State Philander C. Knox,
and his own brother, Hon. Charles P.
Taft. Major Archibald Butt, who died
a hero on the Titanic, that women
Mid children might be spared, was

Cubs, In July Baseball

Firmness ruled provislona. Initial
sales ranged from last night's level to
5 cenU higher, with September options $18.80 to $18.85 for pork;
$11.05 to $11.10 for lard and $10.57
to $10.62
for ribs.
The closing quotations were:
Wheat. July 105; Sept 103.
Cora, July
September 71

$1,050

AT YOUR DOOK

rv

9

71H;

0.

FULLY EQUIPPEO

also near his chief, and also thoroughly enjoyed the game.
Oats, July
Sept
Every good play was watched by
Pork, July $18.60.
the president, who applauded with the
Lard, July $11.12$11.15.
Like other
spirit of a schoolboy.
Rlba, July $10.4750.
prominent men who are prominent
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK.
fans, the president leaves his official
Kansas City, June 18. Cattle Re
dignity at home When he goes to the
ball game. It thus comes about that ceipts 7,000, including 3,000 southern.

40.

48;

Entered at the . poctoi'tlc at East
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for transmis- ,
: y--v-,
..
sion through the United States mailt
New York,. Jnuo.iS. A line of
M second class matter. .
horses six abreast and. ten miles lone,
OVERLAND MODEL 59 T
or 30 of the largest express locomoTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
tives, would be required to accomthe grandstand and the bleachers Market steady. Native steers $7.00
Dally, by Carrier:
Telephone or call and we will have pur demonstrator
plish the work of the mightiest maboth show an outpouring of genuine 9.25; southern
steers $5.008.10;
.05
$
Per Copy
chine in the world for the generation
enthusiasm without any frills, which southern cowa and heifers $3.50
show you.
One Week
M of electricity which has Just bpen ad
;'. s
is the most beneficial feature of the 5.50; native cows and heifers $3.00
.60 ded" to New York's power resource.
Dae Month
national game.
feeders $4.00p
8.50; stock ers and
7.60 The most remarkable feature alxiut
One Tear
Las Vegas Automobile & Machine Co.
has
the
Time
after
6.50; bulls $4.006.25; calves $4.50
time,
president
:
Malt
Dally by
this new" mechanical giant, a steam
at
the
western
attended
steers $5.759.00;
Washington 8.00;
games
VlUi I..V. ..6.00
One Tear
turbine, is its relatively small size1.
and elsewhere throughout the nation, western cows $3.506.50.
S.00
Bix Montha
Whalen, & Fowler Preps
feet at Us base,
Only 17 by'' 17
Pbjne Main 344.
and his genuine love of ttfe sport is
market
10,000;
Hogs Receipts
new
feet,' the
with a height of ,35
to require further steady. Bulk of sales $7.15 7.40;
too well known
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
comment herej Naturally, everyone heavy $7.357.45; packers and butch-er- a
generator supplies power sufficient to
GROWER
all the lelectrlcal current re
connected with baseball is pleased to
$7.257.40; lights $7.007.i0;
.'.$2.00 provide
One Tear ..'
a city of 250,000 population
know that President Taft .likes the pigs $5.756.75.
quired
by
i
1.00
Six Month
or to furnish, light alone to such a
an
is
and
baseball
It
market
Sheep Receipts
5,000;
helps
sport
endorsement that means much. The steady. ' Muhtons $3.75(05.00; Iambs
group of cities as Albany, Syracuse
We have on hand a complete stock cf
(Cash In Advance for Mall Subscrip and Utica. Weighing but 320 tons
president, however, not only likes the $6.508.75; range wethers and year
in
tions)
the machine equals
power the greatgame, he also understands it thor- lings 4.0006.50; range ewes $3j
SCREEN DOORS, WINDOW SCREENS AND WIRE SCREENING
Remit by draft, check or mono' est leviathan afloat A striking illus
oughly and takes a keen interest in 4.25.
rder. If sent otherwise we will not tration of the developm)CTit of power
every play that transpires on the
Ve responsible tor lose.
facilities Is afforded by comparison
diamond. When an undergraduate at
TODAY'S BASEBALL.
At The Most Reasonable Prices
Specimen copies free on appllca-lon- . of this last word In' central station
National League
Yale, tie played baseball himself and
.the love for the contest which he ac
equipment with the 'machines In use
It H. R
but 25 years ago when 16 primitive
1 5 2
quired in those early days has grown Philadelphia
Get our quotations before buying
ILL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT "Jumbos"1 furnished Father Knicker
2 4 0
steadily with the tremendous ad Chicago . ,
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
vance of the national game down to
Brennan and Killifer; Cheney and
bocker with, his electric lights. No
PAID FOR.
'
the present time.
Archer.
less than 240 Of the old generators
;
The president has always followed
with a total weight of 7,200 tons would
R. H. E.
Phone Main 150
Old Town
,
Advertisers are guaranteed the be required to do the work of the new
baseball as closely as his many con- New York
.,...2 7 5
largest dally and weekly circulation generator which- could 'be enclosed in
..7 10 2
flicting cares would permit, through Pittsburgh
of any newspaper in Northwestern a small cottage with room to spare.
out his very active career. So far
Mathewson, Crandall and Myers;
New Mexico.
f.
as he lias been in a position to do so, Camnitz and Gibson.
The new generator uses 400 tons of
he has supported the game officially
R. H. E.
ooal daily to produce 7,200,000 pounds
as well as privatelv. He encouraged Brooklyn
9 14 6
of steam and for condensing this
TELEPHONES
'
Uncle Sam's soldiers to play ball In St. Louis
6 8 3
Main 2 steam requires 88,000,000 gallons of
BUSINESS OFFICE
the, Philippines and was one of the
Allen, Rucker and Miller; Steele,
NEWS DEPARTMENT....... Main 8 water every 24 hours. Two similar
strongest factors In advancing base Dale and Bliss.
machines' arje nearing completion and
' American
ball on the road to becoming an Inter
vhen the complete battery of three
TUESDAY, JUNE 18, 1912.
League
national game. In nls own modest
R. H. E.
is operation the trio of monsters will
8 11 2
way he has done more than the pub Detroit'
require 258,000,000 gallons of water
Vegaj-ffNEEDLESS SACKIFICE OF h
lic realizes to make Interest in the Cleveland
1
8
or almost halfas much as the
dally
.......4
LIFE
world-wide- .
sport
Works and Stanage; Kahler, George
entire supply of the city. When the
16 "Jumbos" did the city's electrical
and O'Neill.
Krapp
Much time and space are being deR. H. E.
work there were but 15 miles of mains
to his auditors ai price established for the ewes, $7 to
moted these days to educating the
3 5 2
and feeders all in the small territory his productions
Chicago
While
or
drip- $12.60.
lamb stew will be the
cost "With a little butter
people on the prevention of disease south of
10 3
.4
Louis
Now
St
ball
there
city
park.
his instructions run, "grease fate of the majority of the lambs, sev
and the reduction of the death-rat- e
are 1,114 miles of mains, feeders and pings,"
and
Peters,
Mogridge,
Kuhn;
Lange
is
eral were bought for petsi In sharp
Ifrom contagions diseases. On many
the inside of the bag. Whatever
Powell and Stephene.'
cables in the underground system to
to be cooked is then placed In the contrast to the disappointing result
jot these subjects the public certainly
a
"Juice''
carry
throughout
territory
cook
to
of
re
the eheepfold surplus
the pricneeds 'to foe instructed for Us own of more than 61
bag and put Into the oven
square miles.
re- es siet for deer, fallow fleer 'bringing
EAGLES AT TRAVERSE CITY.
slowly so that all 'the Julcos are
Trust' Solicitors for people
,..Makerof Uncommon Jewlery.
Traverse City, Micb., June 18.
tained. Season meat after It comes $30 a pair and English Ted deer $15
Joss of life that results not from igConsiderable, amusement has been
time1 of high meat Members
It
at
tough.
makes
apiece.
Coming
not
so
before
as
carelessness
of
of the Fraternal Order
out
norance, tut from
doing
"
expressed In the downtown sugar bro If a
n. from the carelessness of some other
bag Ibreaks, repair it with paper prices, It was expected i:that mutton Eagles flocked to this city today from
over the action of the
district
kerage
of
and flour paste." These and many and lamb would find a ;more profit every part of Michigan for the annual
person, but from the carelessness
refiners this week in petitioning con
convention of their state organizaother directions along with the proofs able market.
the one who suffers. Kansas City has
gress for the enactment of a free of the
Mr. Soyer will spread
tion. The gathering will continue
pudding
(recently adopted a new ordinance
bill in order to benefit the con
broadcast after converting New York. NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE, three days. In addition to the busifor the control of travel, not only on sugar
sumers of the country. They explain
New York, June 18. A reactionary ness session the
$50,000 Pool Game
program provides
wheels, but also on foot The heedtheir cynicism as to the sincerity cf A
was shown in the early stages for a street
trend
witnessed
of
not
who
will
pool
game
and contests.
or
$50,000
less
parade,
foolhardy person
this sudden solicitude of the sugar
'
of today's stock market although the
profit by the traffic regulations to trust and its fellows for the public by by men whose fortunes aggregated
more than $20,000,000 with a return reversal was not very pronounced exprotect himself, but Who strays all
to conditions last fall when
match scheduled a few days hence has cept in the specialties. Polialcal un
over the street, who crosses in the referring
the foreign comer and the shortage
"
who
or
stirred Broadway to a pitch of ex- certainties and other developments
attempts In
middle of the block:,
d
the raw supply gave these
citement seldom felt during Its sum- including the forthcoming investiga
to save time by a dlagonaj route in
concerns an opportunity to mer season of
companies
beaten
to
the
lethargy. The match tion of the anthracite
stead of by adhering
mark up prices and to sell their ac
man were factors, while the lack of busithe
two
Kansas
amateurs,
between
was
Is
to
City
be
regulated.
path,
cumulated stocks at a tremendous adl mm
ager of a big Fifth avenue hotel and ness and absence of leadership were
has even invented an appropriate vance. At that
time, according to the head of a
brokerage concern. A contributing causes. Coalers and Waname for these individuals. They are
these experts, the
independ' called
rivalry of long standing be bash preferred were heavy, also Con"Jay walkers." They are a ent refiners outdid-evetrust in friendly
the
t
tween
but
the
not
players led to a challenge. solidated Gas and American Tobacco.
themselves,
only tq
danger
the skyrocketing process to which
In a Joking spirit a man well known Texas company was up almost three
ethers, and this effort on the part of
were subjected. The only thing at the old
Sheepshead Bay race track points and Mexican Petroleum 1.
Kansas City to regulate the pedes prices
to these authorities, that offered to wager $1,000 on one of the Bonds were steady.
according
trlan as well as the driver and the
the refiners from exacting contestants. This offer found a taker The market closed steady. Traders
chauffeur is a step in the right direc- prevented
a
still
toll from the users of and other
heavier,
wagers were made until were more Interested. In convention
tion, says The Journal of the Ameri
was the coming Into the market S20.000
sugar
had been placed in news than an price fluctuation and
in
need
bets
The
Association.
can Medical
of the domeatlo
supply of ibeet one hotel alone before the game start- speculation was of ft nominal characless loss of life through personal
; whlch
sent prices down ed. So close was the score all ter. Prices hardened somewhat as
.carelessness Is hardly realized. Liv sugar
of
saved
and
hundreds
thou
the session ended.
ing conditions and surroundings, es sands of dollars to the public They through the game that during the last
on
The closing sales were as follows:
was
$5,000
minutes
five
are
wagered
j
becoming
peclally In large cities,
attribute the present concerted efforts the outcome. The, game was played Amalgamated Copper'
85
more complex each year. The path
of the refiners to bring about the in the
130
biggest billiard room In the' American Beet Sugar
f safety lies in obedience ta wise re- enactment
of a free sugar law to the
106
strictions. As we learn rto be more
city and an attendant was kept busy Atchison
the directing powers of
.133
g
we shall learn that with anxiety of
answering incessant telephone calls Great Northern bid
to rid themselves for the score from
these
118
nearly every bro New York Central
in the restrictions of the law there is of the corporations
of the
dangerous
competition
119
Phenomenal Reductions in
kerage firm in the city. Other per Northern Pacific
BIG JUNE SALE
ANY
WOMAN'S SHIRT
safety and without, there is danger.
domestics sugar growing industry
....165
sons playing pool and billiards at the Reading
Ready-to-weLadies
which would leave them again undis
109
time quickly dropped their games and Southern Pacific
' WAIST IN THE
puted masters of the sugar market.
Pacific
Union
169
and
attendants
the
with
spectators
FREEZING TEMPERATURE.
United
69
States Steel
35 $37.50 and $40 Suits
Paper Bag Cooking
hung upon the inferior shots of the
Freezing itemperature, something
ilUllat
lins, Night Gowns, Petti-- (
a;d DreSses
...110
rare for this season of the year even If paper bags all over the country amateur contestants. Even the cash United States Steel pfd. ."
t
$22.50, $25 and $30 Suits
coats, Drawers, Com bina- at this altitude, was experienced last double in price it will be due to ier deserted his ceunter to watch. The
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final
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32
and
play
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kings,
Soyer,
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night in Las Vegas. Exactly
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During this Sale
tions, Princess blips at
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of the gustatory' delights
- the was 125 to 114. A curious feature of
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,
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minimum
Suits
?20
temperature,
was
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and
$1?so
grees
"
'
event was that neither little strength today on account of
and Dresses.
$12.70
according to the report of Prof. J. C. Brooks club,- in London, and apostle the exciitng
"
further heavy rains in the southwest
' ' Vour unrestriotecholoe Bt the
Baker, volunteer observer at the sta of paper bag cookery which he is player had wagered a cent on the
1'4
OFF'
J. Qff
tion at (the New Mexico Normal Uni publicly demonstrating to New York game. Broadway Is now breathlessly and because of cold weather in the
The resulting advance,
northwest
versity. This sudden drop, the first housewives. The famous chef offers awaiting the return match.
of which was felt yesterday after a wager of $100,000 upon his ability Live Stock Sale a Disappointment however, failed to last, the European
OXFORDS-SHOES-PUM- PS
r
old hen as ten
Headkeepeir "Bill" Snyder of the visible supply decrease being small
MANHATTAN
noon, was due in all probability to to render a"
snow and hall in the mountains north der as a broiler by the paper bag Central Park menagerie has Just tam er than expected. Opening prices
were the same as last night
a
ALL ON SALE
of here. Reports of an inch of snow methods and devotees of the pot, ket- ed over to the city treasury $685 as
FOR MEN, ENTIRE STOCK AT
on the Raton mountain were received tle and frying pan who got to his ex- a result of the annual sale of home up. September started at 104, a
a later sagged to 1044
bere yesterday and trainmen coming hibitions to scoff remain to marvel. grown livestock, a varied assortment gain of
(None
In (the afternoon reported hall and In bis demonstrations the famotischef of 30 homed Dorset ewes from the The close was .easy with September at
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cents.
five
homed
dozen
sheepfold,
a
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kitchen park
gas ranges,
rain storms from La Junta to Wagon
Corn followed the course 'of wheat
Mound.
The wind yesterday was tables and paper bags, but no pots lambs, two 5atriarchs of the same
higher at 71,
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each,
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last
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night, but,
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price
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All crops and vegetation are well Including everything from soup to des- since $1.50 purchased a small speci- ket steady. September started a
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up at 40V4
along and strong enough to withstand sert Applying the acid test to his men and $3.00 the large sizes.
and held at 40
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VOTING UPON CANDIDATES FOR

One)

herently," remarked Hedges, amid
laughter. When order waa restored
ha concluded:
When order
as restored he
"I second the nomination
ot Ellhu Root the man whom Theo-uorRoosevelt tells me is the ablest
man In public life."
At the mention of Roosevelt's name
the crowd gave a cheer, but It was
quickly suppressed.
"You needn't hesitate to cheer
Theodore Roosevelt in my presence.
I cheered him for seven years and
now I am Just taking a day oft, that's
"I leave Ellhu
all," said Hedge
Root with you. He waa good enough
for Roosevelt; he la good enough for

The Strongest Car
In The World

e

TEMPORARY CHAIRMANSHIP
(Continued from Pag

ftvt

18, 1912.

BITTER FIGHT PRECEDES THE

For sign painting sea Hermann,
429 Grand, Fountain square.
It. 3i Chapmaa of Trinidad was in
Las Wg&s today on business.
Local view post cards at Schaefer's.
35 subjects. , Always something new.
Francises Trujlllo of Mora, was a
visitor in ljia Vegas yesterday and

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man wbo know how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. Tou may feel safe
and sure If we fill our
prescription.

WINTERS

';

DAILY

,

ft

r- -

It la not within the province of this
unorganized gathering to consider
credentials and In fact no credentials
The motion la there
are before
fore out of order," the statpment con
cluded.
Rose water then announced he wait
me,"
ready to rule,
The delegates were on their feet
Root Is Nominated.
What Is the relation of the na yelling aa Governor
adley
again
tional committee to the national con took the platform.
"I also wish to oite to you some par- vert! Ion " asked Watson.

1

...

the power to determine these questions. Mr. Fort did not get far before
it
the crowd began ,to laugh and inter
rupt him with" cries of "sit down."
The former New Jersey governor
made the mistake of answering the
construction
With the adoption of an all
galleries, which clearly held a big
and corresponding Increased solidity (throughout Its entire make-up- ,
preponderance of Taft sympathizers.
the new Everltt has been called by experts "The strongest car in
(The Roosevelt people claimed they
'
'
were packed). Mr. Fort was conUp world."
v'O..,
came
tlcuar
Chrome-nickel- ,
aa
he
In
thai.
a
after
shout
trouble
from
"Four
"Robbers,"
began.
as
authority,"
stantly
you probably khw, is the one material used
to
man
the galleries.
the lat speaker
years ago the
"That's right," he shouted, "try
by the United States and other governments for battleship . armor
"The national 4 committee since nomlnatjed said of the man I repre
make a man s4t down when he is here
cannon. it is ithe use of this material found
and
868)," continued Watson, "waa ai- sent that he was the greatest Ameri
in no other car costing lesa (than $4,000 which has given the Everltt
fighting fraud."
roll. can of this or any other age."
"I appeal to the members of this rways furnished a temporary
Its great reputation for the Everltt is built throughout of this
A oheer Interrupted him.
wonderful chrome-nicke- l
steeL
,
convention," Fort shouted, "to assert Chairman Rosewater la not here as
But R&ls Is not alL ' The car's frame Is of nearly double the us"Believinlg that this question now
fheir right, and settle whether or not your chairman. He la simply as your
the roll shall be purged of the fraud presiding officer for the time being. to be decided here 1b of greater im
ual strength; the wheels and tires are noticeably solid and masthat every man believes to be in It." He may only recognize the motion. I portance than any question between
sive; the axles are of special size; the gears are almost unbreakCheers jfrom tjie Roosevelt dele- - nominate Eiihu Root for temporary individuals, I am here representing a
able and the whole car is a powerful ' piece of machinery, built
ness trip. ,
'
"
free republicanism, a republicanism
rtUeB echoed through the hall as chairman."
'to last
A. McCready, Santa Fe traveling en
A storm of applause swept over tbatis behind Theodore Roosevelt"
concluded.
g
of
Fort
new
The
sensation
Six
la
Everltt
at
the
$1,850
gineer, was In Las Vegas today on
'
the year. We Invite you to see it
Floor Leader Watson of the Taft floor and galleries at the mention of A tumult of cheering drowned out
business from his headquarters in Alforces then stepped to the front and Root's name. Mr. Watson said chair the conclusion of his speech.
buquerque.
H-- F.
It became apparent that the Roose
ten minutes of time to Rep man Rosewater's only other duty In
Si
R. P. Brown and R. A. Parish of Al yielded
addition .to presenting the name of velt leaders hoped by supporting McYork
New
of
resentative
Payne
buquerque came in last night from
STATE
AGENTS
Wanted
Las Vegas, N. M
was cheered as he began to Ellhu Root was to ask for any other Govem to secure the support of the
the Duke City and were here today Payne
nomination
LaFolIette
In
that might be made. Then
delegates
trying. to gain
talk, but later he also got Into trou
on business:
the convention could select Its own control of the temporary organization.'
with the crowd. '
ble
in
came
Mora
of
yes
Juan Navarro
Governor Hiram Johnson of Cali
"This Is a question of order in chairman, according to custom.
terday afternoon from his home on this convention on one
"I've a much time aa you have," to say that neither were they authorWatson moved to lay the appeal o fornia, seconding McGovern's
nomi
said
hand,"
Is
a
member
business. Mr, Navarro
shouted
Heney at the delegates .vho ized, nor do they represent him. In
Payne, "and possibly chaos on the Governor Hadley on the table. There nation was greeted with a storm ot
of the state legislature.
order that his record may be kept
'
was a hurried conference between cneerg wuuen was followed by a wave were yelling and hissing. i
other."
I desire to say that the WisconDr. Clifford PJue, successor to Dr.
Mexclear,
not
In
free
"We
are
America,
"How about the Payne tariff bill?" Watson, Hadley and Governor Fort of hisses as he declared "California
met (this morning and
Hammond, Is la Santa Fe attending
sin,
delegation
,resumed
Heney.
ico,"
Mr.
will
26
cast
votes
Watson
had
for
Theodore
shouted a voice from the gallery, and
evidently acted pre
no candidate for
to
decided
the meeting of the state dental exam
support
In
let
here;
"That's
you
why they
a cheer, mixed with jeers held up maturely and before his motion was Roosevelt"
Senator LaFolchairman.
a
out
temporary
called
ining board, He will return Thursday,
a
are
democrat"
you
In
order
William
Chairman Rosewater called
Flinn, Roosevelt leader
talk tor some time.
at the beG. T. Parker, chief clerk to the San Payne'a
refused
Iette
back
away
,
voice.
Mtr. Payne made
historical argu- for order ,and announced he would from Pennsylvania, was nextt to be
to enter
this
of
ta Fe division foreman, left this af
shoutcampaign
ginning
I
Steve'
.'
"Led
'Big
repeat"
by
rule.
heard. He was quick to be recognizment to. show that the convention
or
combination
Into
ternoon for Kansas City where he could not
alliance,
any
new
amid
a
outburst '"Big
ed Heney
oe ed and was applauded.
onairman Kose waiter could
proceed to take
possibly
now
candidate.
refuses
He
will spend several weeks on business.
with
of
Ruef
any
who
Abe
differs
from
Sieve'
orheard but a short distance from the
"I am' instructed," he said, "by
action without a temporary
rto
forced
to
alliance."
Miss Pearl Dougherty returned this any
be
any
Ruef
this question platform. His voice did not carry 65 votes out of 76 in the state of San Francisco only in that Abe
Lawrence Y. Sherman of Illinois,
afternoon from Grand Canyon where ganization. "Suppose
week."
will vote on dt?" asked and cries of "louder"
who
is
put,
greeted him Pennsylvania to second the nomina was in the penitentiary last
to introduce ithe resolution
for several months she has been em
a
attempted
more
Once
the
tumult
Again
'
from
Of
tion
of
hall.
McGovern.
the
Governor
every part
Representative Payne.
Ruling
last night by the Rooseployed in the art room of El Tovar
upon
agreed
.V.'of
semblance
quiet
"Thieves, thieves," called out mem- on the point of order against Had
"Gentlemen, the Pennsylvania dele
hotel.
velt
delegates as follows:
"'Big Steve' helped to make, this
bers of the California; delegation.
ley's motion Rosewater said:
gation is the result ot a new political
Airs. Fv B, Potter will leave this
That no election of tern
Resolved:
'
;
roll of delegates."
('
"The chair sustains the point of or- method."
"Shall tjhe roll made up by the naor other officers of this con- evening on train No. 9 for Seattle, tional committee vote?" he continued. der," he said, "and declares the moporary
hisses
of
Another
Jeers,
interruption
This statement was greeted with
Wash., where she will join Mr. Pot
62 mem ventlon and no motion, resolution or
Cries of "no, no," sounded from tion of Governor Hadley out of or jeers and laughter,
Payne and and catcalla. "Thirty out of
ter, who-.iemployed thene as manwho other procedure shall be taken aa the
committee
national
of
the
der."
bers
hall.
the
Barnes of New York and Fairbanks
ager of a large biscuit company.
"Or the roll made up by (the gen
Hadley was standing nc ten feet of Indiana, in a center aisle, leading prepared the temporary roll of this act of this convention, or have any
John D. W. Veeder left this after
Missouri?"
from
tleman
flanked by Fort and George L. the prolonged guffaw. Flinn turned convention came from democratic effect, unless It shall receive on a
away,
noon for New York City. Mr, Veeder
Governor Hadley started forward Record of New Jersey.
states which will not give tslngle roll call the affirmative vote of flva
to Barnes and Payne and smiled.
le a delegate to the national demo
"Do you want me to answer " he
"I
fro
mthe
declsloa
appeal
vote to the reppublioan 'nom hundred and forty delegates wuwj
of
electoral
New
friends
the
from
York have
"My
cratic convention from New Mexico
'
chadr," shouted .Hadley.
scats are uncontested; and this reso- - ,
not experienced this new method," he inee In November."
and1 Wfeii from'' New York to Balti asked.
"
,1. ,i,
"I Becond the: motion," added Fort shouted. "The new methods are the
"Tell us something more about 'Big lution shall govern and be in force
"Hadley, Hadley," shouted .
more.
and Record In unison.
rules of the people, direct primaries, Steve"' shouted Mayor Hellman of during the temporary organization of
B. S. Harvey of the Harvey House Roosevelt enthusiasts.
'
Ana 1 move that the motion be These methods have
Into
see
run
"You
ithls convention; and until the perma- you
chaos,'
right
presented this Evansville, Indiana.
system, brother of Ford Harvey, passlaid on the table," interjected Wat
"I'll refer you to Murray Crane," re- nent organization thereof shall ,have I
delegation from Pennsylvania to (the
ed through Las Vegas this afternoon said Payne.
' ' - .
"Mr. Chairman, I am glad to know son. The convention was an uproar convention."
L
,
sponded. Heney turned to Chairman been effected."
from California to his home In Chibut
Rosewater
was
not
continued
the
party,"
him
republican
"Give
Rosewater
and
asked
leave
for
perturbed.
to
order.
He
shouted
was accompanied by Mrs.
cago.
Rosewater, pounding his gavel, deprint"
Payne, "has always stood for order. t "Under tlhe ruling I have already a delegate.
"I'm doing the best 1 can," said clared the resolution out of order.
Harvey.
Ithe
I am opposed to going into
chaos made bo(th of these motions are out of
d
will you support the nominee? Rosewater, rapping and crying for orMrs. Roy Blackwell and children
In the meantime Henry Cochems of
this afternoon from their home in business in this convention, at this order," said Rosewater in a voice that aaked a delegate but Flinn made no der.
Wisconsin, who first nominated Govdown amid a round ot carried only a few feet. Again the reply.
"You've got all the advertisement ernor
Peoria, 111., to, join Mr. Blackwell, who time." He sat
McGovern, got a Bearing.
He
delegates yelled.
"Wil you bolt?" again demanded there is In it" shouted Delegate Jer said the
Hadley appealed
Is employed here as wire chief for applause.
15 to 11
voted
delegation
Rosewater pounded voices.
Throughout the , arguments, both for recognition.
ry Woodet of Indiana, "why don't you against the presentation- - of a candi- - V
the Western Union Telegraph comfloor and galleries were disorderly his gavel and paid no attention.
v"I don't want you to understand, quit?"
pany.
date.
"The only duty I now have Ho per returned Flinn, "that I am
You might as well hear me out,"
F. E. Dearth of Albuquerque, repre- and each speaker was often Interrupt
"As I announced at first" he said,
notifying
ed by the cheers, jeers and remarks, form," he said, "ds to present the the convention that I intend to bolt. said Heney, "for you've got to hear
"1 presented the name of Governor
senting the Plow Candy company, was
me If It takes all summer."
in Las Vegaa today on business. Mr. When Floor Leader Watson took up name of Ellhu Root, a delegate from Flinn supported McGoverno. .
Finally McGovern in my Individual capacity
Ffanols J. H,eny of California Heney resumed and still was Inter as a LaFolIette delegate from
1 Dearth was formerly a resident of Las the argument the Taft forces gave a the state of New Torn, far tempoWisfor order. rary chairman. Are there any other made his way to the
Vegas being employed In the under- great yell. Watson waited
consin." This ended the nominations.
platform amid rupted by frequent hisses and Jeers.
"
Then he reviewed Governor Hadley's nominations
'From the home etate of William
cheers from the Roosevelt delegates,
taking business.
Secretary Hayward 'then announcRosewater turned his gaze to the led by California.
H. Taft" said John J. Sullivan,
a ed
R, S. Randall, formerly manager of proposition and the precedents cited
that the roll would be called now
him.
when
A.
floor
Cochens
of
by
Henry
!n
Roosevelt
from
"The questions before you today are
Ohio,
the Las Vegas Mercantile company,
delegates
'stales but by Individual delegates
by
'
me
answer
first
on
"Let
the
was
his feet.
precedent
came in yesterday from his home in
not limited to the selection of the in- behalf of the 34 Roosevelt delegates, and amid an
uproar the clerk began
"Are nominations in order?" he de- dividual who will preside over the I support Governor McGovern.''
the Duke City, on business. Mr. Ran of 1864," he said.
to call the names.
manded'.
was
where
"That
convention
the
Charles H. Carey of Oregon, anoth
dall Is now employed aa salesman for
convention," said Heney, "the ques
The first five Alabama delegates
"They are," said Chairman Rose-wat- t tion goes to the basis of republican er Roosevelt delegate following In en- voted
a wholesale grocery firm of Albuquer prepared Its own temporary roll," In
for Root but me sixth man
er.
terjected Hadley.
:
?.'.'.rf
dorsing McGovern. Senator Bradley called,
que.
principles.
Byran Y. Thammell, rose and,
"Be
"And
shouted
Watson.
Mr.
was
Cochems
to
boosted
why?"
the
of
The question before you is wheth
Kentucky seconded the nomination
J Jack Ourley, promoter of the John- cause there waa no naitdonal commithis hat, shouted "McGovern.'
waving
'
1,
stage and nominated Governor Fran- er a national convention shall under Of BOOt
bout, left this afternoon
The Roosevelt supporters cheered
In
tee
retort
this
existence."
the
At
McGovem
cis
E.
Wisconsin.
of
"A more outrageous lot of contests
on train No. 1 for Albuquerque on
take to prepare a roll of delegates
Alabama's vote was record
Job E. Hedges of New York then which shall bindfthe members In the were never seen than those presented loudly.
short business trip. He was accom- Taft delegates wenB wild.
ed 22 for Root; 2 for McGovern.
,
one
"We
don't
shouted
need
seconded
now,"
Root.
the
nomination
of
election of a temporary chairman. If to the national committee," said the
panied by Mrs. Curley and Herman II
"'- When Arizona was reached Francis
man
tlhe
a
in
was
a
a
galleries.
and
senator.
given
A
shout
floor
Hedges
laugh
in
from
the
it stopped there, there would ibe no
feld, one of the local promoters of the
J. Heney arose In his place and,
"We must proceed orderly," said cheer as he referred to Mr. Root's
.
bout , .
particular harm dona But don't you terrupted him.
f
a megaphone,
shouting
through
"In a republican convention experience as permanent chairman realize It Is
"Did you vote for Lorlmer?" ' "
only the first step in the
Harry Grant Kelly, son of Mr. and Watson.
In vain to interrupt the
Bought
cannot
escape
orderly proced of the New York state convention at proceedings which shall seat deleMrs. H. W. Kelly, arrived this morn you
In a burst of disorder Bradley clam roll call to object to the votes
ure.
Gentlemen, please do not ap Saratoga in 1910.
ing on the California Limited from
gates, 60 of whom I know personally ored to be heard and shouted:
of the Arizona
delegates seatto
listen
said
me,"
Watson,
He was also temporary and per have no more right to vote than the
Denver where he has been attending plaud,
"Yes, I voted for Lorlmer and ed by the national committee.
a
to
I
address
reason,
mtryng
chairman
your
manent
four
years ago," men outside the door of this hall."
school at Sacred Heart college for ithe
when I did I voted for a man ten
Bix votes went to Root and the
Taft delegates then began a con- Ithousand times better than you."
past year. He Is a student In the not your passion; your judgment. said Hedges. "Ihave seen him In
call went on. Arkansas gave Root 17;
not
senlttment"
I
your
an
and
action
he
Ideal
believe
is
- "
tinuous chant of 'Root Root Root"
preparatory department.
The turmoil again broke loose.
McGovern 1 and then California was
Mr. Watson referred to Governor man for the Job."
"A president of the United States
Emile Clement arrived this after
'if
The w
wlii never reached.
statement
Senator
that
Mr.
on
conven
effect
Hadley's
the
Hedges'
noon from Denver, where he has been
will have to be elected," said Heney, sink so low as 'o tak? moral advice
Hoar In the convention of 1880, had tion was instantaneous. Dry humor "by the states that cast their electoral
from Fraicis J. Heney," said Brr'il- attending Sacred Heart College dur
convention pass on the ques- answered the remarks from Roosevelt votes for Roosevelt.
You will not ley. "Mr. Chairman, with your r
ing the past year, He was accompa- let the
FIRE IN BELEN.
;
delegates and repeatedly threw the elect him by the Philippines, Porto mission," res imed the senator, "I wl'.l
nied to Las Vegas by Mrs. W. S. Mo tions of organization,
N.
Belen,
M, June 18. A fire of
had
convention
That
been
convention into shouts of laughter.
already
Rkx) or Alaska."
Neerr who will vilst in Las Vegas, a
suspend Ion j enough to allow ennn mysterious origin completely destroysaid.
"Senator
Hoar
he
looked
I've
some
organized,"
up
too,"
things,
Pandemonium broke lose again and fool to ask b'l the questions he wants ed the
guest, in the Clement home.
plant of the Bclen Tribune.
was chairman of (the convention, not he said. "I'm not going back as far out of a storm of
,
Jeers and catcalls to."
The loss is placed at $2,500 with Inof the national committee.
as 1864. I have gone back three or came the shout "are you going to Bal
Hoots and hisses greated the re surance
WE WANT AN OFFER
aggregating about $1,800.
Taft delegates cheered vigorously. four years and I found on the author timore, too?"
mark.
On a fine six room house on two
Colonel W. M. J3erger, proprietor
"The chairman has had this ques ity of a man who knows
Aa the disorder continued Heney
Governor VesBey of South Dakota and editor of the
lots, best part of hill.
paper, before the
tion under advisement for several
Cries of "Boss Barnes" sounded shouted:
seconded McGovern.
Also on two vacant lots, east front,
flames had died down, had placed an
'
days and has consulted many men of from the floor.
"This reminds me of the conduct of
Henry Allen of Kansas also second order with a' Denver type foundry for
cement sidewalk, fine .building site. better
I quote Mr. Roosevelt as follows the national committee led
parliamentary knowledge than
ed Governor
McGovern's
nomina- a complete new outfit of
'Big
by
Both of the above must be sold at himself. I wish to have read a state-- ",
type and
Hedges said, and a roar of Steve' of Colorado."
tion.
once.- - Make us an of for.
presses, and expects to have the pament advising this question and then laughter greeted the unexpected re
no
further for a time.
The sensation of .the. second per running again within a
Heney got
The Investment and Agency
I will give my ruling."
very few
mark. Mr. Hedges quoted Colonel The hall waa again in an uproar.
'"
Heney speeches came when Walter L. Hous-e- r days. Corporation.
The statement was a discussion of Roosevelt's declaration that Ellhu stood red faced and
at the
of Wisconsin, Senator LaFolletta's
The cause of the blaze Is a
the precendenta cited by Governors JRoot "Is the ablest man I have known front of the stage. perspiring
His reference to campaign manager, declared the Wis since the office was closed mystery
"HARVEYS" 'is open
all day'
In our government service,'' and '"the Stevenson of Colorado who
Hadley and Fort
held a consin delegation, obeying the wishes Sunday and there was
Thirtieth season, Mr. Harvey In
nothing In the
The conventions bf 1864 and 1880 ablest man that has appeared in the proxy in the national
of Senator LaFolIette, had declined to
building of an inflammable nature.
charge. Auto to carriage house, Wed- were reviewed in detail. The state- public business of this or any other threew the friends of that committee,
gentleman
support any candidate for temporary The theory that the blaze was of innesday and Saturday at 8 a. m., return- ment held that the convention had country.""
into a rage.
chairman.
,r ,
cendiary origin Is discounted by the
ing same day. For passage phone not been organized; that the proper
There was some confusion on the
"Let's listen to Mr. Heney,
"Men have spoken here today, fact that Colonel
he's
Main 385 or leave order at MurpheyB, time for the motion was after the tem floor.
Berger is one of
harmless," said Chairman Rosewater, claiming to express the sentiment of most populr men in New Mexico tht
Cutler Brotheri or Plaza Hotel
and
porary organization had been effected.
once
co
can't
talk
at
Everybody
poundiat with his gavel
Wisconsin," he declared. "I am here so far as known had no
today.
Myer Friedman arrived last night
on, the1 Chicago limited from his homo
'
in California.
Mrs. Nail, wife of Santa Fe Station
Agent Neil, at Shoemaker, was in Lea
Vegas today shopping.
Mr. and Mrs., Morris Back came in
this morning from their home In Mora
for a. short visit lnXas Vegaa.
James D, Davidson, manager of Fin- nlgan and Brown, of Albuquerque, was
In Las Vegas today on business.
Frank Hubbell, representing a large
men's furnishing house of Chicago,
was here today visiting the trade.
E. R. Wright,
prominent attorney
of Santa Fe..,came In tills morning
from the Capital City on a short busi-
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Daughter

THOMAS J.MORTJMER
EXPERT SHOE REPAIRING
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Disgusted Is no word In which to
describe Miss Betts' condition of mind
the other day when she found she
waa to share her stateroom on a
steamer with Miss Phlllls
Brown. She clenched her elderly fists
and grit her elderly teeth and betook;
herself to the purser's office.
"There's a woman In my stateroom,"
she announced acridly, "an you can
Jest put her somewheres else. I don't
want to have a stranger In the room
with me.'
"I'm sorry, madam, hut It can't be
helped. The boat Is so crowded," said
the purser. .
"I wouldn't of come at all ef I had
I'd have some other horrid
passenger In the room with ' me,"
sulked the wizened little woman.
"Oh, she isn't a horrid pasesnger,"
soothed the purser good naturedly.
"You'll like her when you know her."
"Think so?" sniffed Miss Betts sar"You don't know me."
castically.
"Perhaps not," responded the purser,
who knew Miss Brown's father. "But
there are few ladies who could help
liking the captain's daughter."
Bouth-boun-

C MUTUAL II

OJ EL

'fJRS.ZR. FLINT, Prop
,rCor. Grand andjDouglas Ave.
ast Las Vbgas, N. M.

LAS VEGAS GARAGE
M BIEHL. Propietor

416 Grand
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Phone Main 447

Battery Charging Station
Automobiles (or Hire

r

A. H.

Lorenzen

d

"The captain's daughter!" exclaim
ed Miss Betts. somewhat mollified.
"It might be an advantage to know
the captain's daughter.'
" "It will be a great advantage," said
the purser confidently.
"She'll sit at the captain's table, of
course, an she'll know all the ship s
An' maybe she'll
officers, I s'pose.
take me round an' show me the whole
ship an' I never was through a ship
in my life," remarked Miss Betts, mus
insrlv.
'Oh. well. I guess she can
stay." concluded the little woman,
now completely restored to good

F
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PENITENTIARY

BIDS.

For supplies for the New Mexico
penitentiary, for alx months ending
November 30, 1912
Samples will be required of all ar-

ticles marked with an asterisk, and
all samples must be labeled, showing
name of bidder, and name and full
description of article. Samples must
be delivered at the office of the superintendent not later than 9 o'clock
a. m. on June 20, 1913. All bids to
be made in accordance with condiwill
tions of blank proposals,-whicbe furnished by the superintendent
'
on application. No bids otherwise
made will be entertained. A bond will
be required from all successful bid
ders, for the faithful fulfillment of
contracts, within 10 days of awara
and a certified check of 10 per cent
of the amount of the bid will be required to be furnished with the bid.
Groceries and Meats.
2,000 pounds apples, dried.
600 pounds bacon, breakfast.
60 pounds baking powder (K. C. 6
pound cans.)
She It's a pity he had to die. He
8,000 pounds beans, Mexican.
was very popular, wasn't he.
2,600 pounds beans, navy.
He Extremely so. Why, even ths
30,000 pounds beef, fresh.
undertaker was sorry to see him go
10 dozen brooms, warehouse.
35 cases corn, canned, equal "Sun
THE REASON
burst."
.
1,000 pounds corn meal, 25 pound
h

r
I

sacks.
3,500

pounds

coffee,

roasted,

ITIIEiOPTICi
.'1

"m2'uAAAAii.AXi"

wiMm

300

pounds crackers,

1

pound pack
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for July and August,' gentle for
Carriage Manufacturer,
pound cans.
, ladies' use. W. Goodrich Jor.os, Tern
General Blacksmithing,
1,500 pounds hominy.
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD NO.
Pie, Texas.
9 cases matches (Domino 720 to
Carriage Painting
101 Meets every Monday
LOCAL TIME CARD
night at ,
case).
O. R. C. Hall, on Douflaa avenue, at
DEALER IN
750 pounds Macaroni, bulk.
8 o'clock.
Visiting members ar
EAST BOUND
600 pounds oleomargarine,
Heavy Hardware andjQ
EL Gehrlng,
welcome,
cordially
Arriv
160
Bepen
whole.
black,
pepper,
pounds
Wagon Material
president; J. T. Buhler, secretary; No.
1:16 p. sa
p. m.
FOR SALE Two hacks, (two teams
3...v9:10
2,000 pounds pork sausage.
O.
H.
humor.
Bally, treaaarer.
No. 4. ...11:05 p m
11:10 p. m.
ana two gets or narness. All are
1,000 pounds peaches, dried.
Then she bobbed away with her lit
m
a.
No.
1:15
1:25 a.
8....
in first class condition and will be
,
1,500 pounds prunes, dried.
tie mincing steps and returning to her
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERlt
No. 10.... 1:45 p. m
2:10 p. b
Gold
250
in
Dan
a
at
red
Rhodes.
chili,
ground.
pounds
bargain.
stateroom made herself pleasant
Meet In the forest of brothe
1,500 pounds rice.
her own peculiar way to Miss Phlllls
love at Woodmen of the Wor
WEST BOUND
FOR SALE Several good dairy cows,
6 cases Sapolio.
CLAY AND HAVENS
Brown, whom she found sitting on the
In
1: 20 i). m
1:45 p.
No. 1
hall, on the second and fourth i
lower
groping
berth,
of
the
14 boxes soap, Lenox.
also registered black Percheron
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"
"It seems to me that Scribbler's
6:1.1 a. m..
:15 p n.
No.
day of each month at 8 p. m. C CI.
her handbag for a box of eanay.
Stables.
10
Sales
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and
20
boxes
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size.
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Livery,
Inquire
re- writing has deteriorated since he be
be real nice to have company,
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Via
7
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No.
4:50
m.
4:40
p.
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Frances Goodrich, East Las Vegas,
3,000 pounds salt, table, 25 pound
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9.
No.
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m.
7:00
neighbors
especially
p.
.....6:36
p.
becom
sacks.
since
UP
"Oh! it Isn't that but
s'pose you won't mind taking the
come and cordially invited.
FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
5,000 pounds sugar, granulated.
1202 National Ave
Phone Main 71 per berth. I ain't so spry as I was." ing famous he has been able to sell
450 gallons syrup (3 gallon jack
"I won't mind at all," assented Miss all the poor stuff he ever wrote.
hatj chicks, 12 per 100. Orders
A CARD
Brown
filled until July 1. Mrs. M. E. Stev I E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
This is to certify that Foley's Honey
ets.)
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I. O. of B, B.
approve
"Do you think your
Meets every firs and Tar Compound does not contain
THE ONLY WAY
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month
of
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vestrj opiates, any habit forming drugs, or
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1,000
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JOHN N. KINNEY
mittln' out to sea?
room
of
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at t any ingredients that could possibly
Temple
FOR SALE Saw mill in good repair,
ture.
harm its users. On the contrary. Its
"I don't think he'd mind," replied
m.
o'clock
brothers
p.
art great healing and soothing
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Visiting
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Sec
throat
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.
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ship,"
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FOR SALE My residence, including
you
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75,000
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.an J'uslng.
how she did so: "I was bothered
K., Richard Devine, F. S.
she continued.
three lots. Any offer within ?500
-- ..
4,000 pounds bran.
Wtimatea Cheerfully Given.
with my kidneys and had to go nearly
"No more than any one else, reof actual cost of building considerI tried a sample of Foley
double.
50,000 pounds corn.
. Old Town
West Side Plaza . .
looking
I.
Miss
Brown,
again
NO
O.
F
LODGE
O.
LAS
VEGAS
pudiated
ed. Or will lease furnished for one
Kidney Pills and they did me so much
Coal.
1.
curiously at her new acquaintance.
Meets every Monday evening
good that I bought a bottle, and feel
4,000 tons screened lump coal.
year after July 1. See owno,
Miss Betts raised her already highly
their ha'l on Sixth street All visit that they saved me a big doctor's
1004
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street.
Third
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Clothing.
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Mrs. Lela Love, wife of Wiler Love,
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30 gross' shirt buttons.
me
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood a farmer living near Covena, Ga.,
SIGNS FOR YOUR ,
way, mebbe you'll be able to take
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buttons.
gross
suspender,
round and show me the interestln
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer says: "I have taken Foley Kidney
The Janitor That man In Flat 62
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furniture
paper
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irstant relief when my kidney were
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Window Display Cardb
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THERE any simple way of
woman of fifty bettering her
looks so she won't be put on
the shelf before her time? I
am just this age and a mother and
grandmother, but I feel as young as
ever I did and don't want to become
fossilized aa so many women do at
this age. Ought I to dye my hair, and
bow can I Improve my complexion?
I was once thought a beauty and all
of my dear ones are still real proud
of my looks. I want to live as long as
I can and look aa well aa I can to the
nd of my days.
"A CONSTANT READER."

"I

S

Mother's beauty and health! Could
there be a more endearing subject
for discussion, one nearer to the heart
of every sympathetic human being
who ia blessed with a mother? Then
In these days of One dress and
appearances a, beauty talk
for women of fifty and sixty ia really
necessary once in a while.
Let me begin with the hair of the
elderly woman, the mother and young
grandmother who wants to look hei
best. Dear woman, or women, drop
' the notion of
dye, for there is nothing
more aging than hair artificially colored. Nature makes provision for the
changes In the face by graying oi
blanching the hair, so when the false
brown or black is used every line in
the face is doubly emphasized. One
of the reasons for this is that hair dye
makes a uniform color and the natural
coloring of the hair is made tip ol
many shades. So dyed hair framet
the face like a cap, flinging the in
frtrmnttnn In thA tAAth of All thnt it. 1?
dyed. In fact, it Is Impossible to hide
the subterfuge even in the case ol
very young women.
Gray hair and white hair are both
fashionable now, as woman hers ell
has learned the folly and ugliness ol
hair dyes. But, of course, both gray
and white hair need to be very tenderly treated to look well; in othet
words, not to add to the impression oi
age.

stylish coiffure, becoming to the
face, with pins matching the color ol
the hair, is always rejuvenating to ap
pearances. and as false pieces are
worn by even the oldest ladles hair
combings should be kept for these. II
there "are no combings for the false
pieces, and the head needs more" hair,
always match the natural grayness aa
much as is possible in the bought
locks there are
piece. For silver-gracelluloid pins and other ornaments ex
actly in the same color; there are also
white ones properly shaded for white
hair.
The condition of the complexion hai
a great deal to do with general health,
but at any time much benefit may be
gained by sour milk washes. Take a
pint of buttermilk, or sweet milk turned sour, and put a tablespoonful ol
peroxide in it, applying the wash ta
the face with a small, clean sponge
after the soap and water bath. Leave
the milk on the face for half an hour
and then wash it off with tepid water.
This wash ia bleaching to the skin
and it is often used for the removal ol
the brown dlscolorations commonly
called "moth patches' which appear so
often with middle age on the face,
throat and hands. But one application
of the milk and peroxide is not enough
to bleach the akin, and there is no telling whether the mothi patches would
entirely disappear with a number oi
them. With any beauty formula one
can only say that In the majority oi
cases the means advised have brought
good results.
Much stress is laid on a light diet
of carefully chosen foods. No rule
can be laid down for general following, as constitutions differ, but everybody tells of the usefulness of inilk
with middle age and old age, and ol
the great need to cut down quantities
of food when the digestion has begun
to impair, as it always does. Milk,
cream, eggs, cream cheese, fresh
fruits, cereals and boiled fowl and
boiled fish are everywhere spoken ol
as constituting some of the right diet
and old. The milk,
tor the middle-ageour and sweet, holds the lactic acid
needed to fight the army of destroying germs which invade the intestines,
and by boiling the meats they are
made more digestible and less harmful. Meat broths are not bad when
taken to tone up the stomach before
other eating, but as they are not nourishing they cannot possibly take the
place of other foods. Soups of all
sorts are considered bard on the kidA

y

d

neys.
So mother must go back a little now
to the food of her childhood days If
she wishes to keep her health and
looks. She must be much in the open
air, sleep well, but not too much, drink
an adequate quantity of pure water,
take her warm baths, look after her
digestion and, above all, see to her
heart's joy and peace.
She must beware of the "tired" moment, stopping everything in time to
'
avoid it
She must try and dress with taste
and cultivate interest in all passing
KATHERINE

MORTON.

(Copyright. Wl, by
Uterary
Prwa.)
tlsle was glad to leave the stuffy
oiCce and come out into the afternoon
She
ounahlne of Madison square.
for an Instant and hesitated.
Cp in the little hall bedroom that
sae oalled home In ' lieu of a better
one. there waa a pretty cotton frock
to be finished If she expected to wear
it on Sunday. Every afternoon for a
week she had hurried home to sew,
arid every stitch must be made by
band and yet, there was another and
a stronger call that turned ber feet
toward Fourth avenue. Elsie Chapln
yielded to the last call and went.
Perhaps It was laughable that a

,ced

corrected Elsie, looting bun straight la
the eyes. "I will give you 1100 for It
now." She opened her purse.
"Call It $105 miss, thank you. The
violin la yours. Shall I have it dusted
off?" He made a movement as If to
take the case to the rear of the etore,
out fcisie quietly laid ner nana upon
i ,he nan1'lt h WM unscrupulous,
Dug wuuiu uui a1TV uiui mu ucyuituuii;
to change the violin.
"I will take It as It Is." abe said.
"Please give me a reoelpt for the
money.
trial
tv mU,.t..
.
i

-

j

i

little

quiet

dove-lik-

stenographer

e

in poking about
could find delight
shops of
among the second-hanFourth avenue after a day spent in
transcribing dull business letters, on
a clattering typewriter. It was true,
however.
Whatever of color and romance came into her lonely life was
furnished by .the multitude, of lovely
apd curious article in these antique
shops.
There was food for fancy In the ancient pewter dishes and the willow
pattern china; a chair that had bepersonage;
longed to some long-deaperhaps a bedstead upon which royalty
had slumbered in a distant land; tall
clocks that had marked the days of
forgotten lives; an empty jewel casket; a piece of rich tapestry there
waa a story in every article, and Elsie
Chapln had learned to read each one.
This afternoon she hastened her
d

steps until she reached the particular
shop that she called her own. The
attendants had long ceased to be suspicious of her lingering there among
the treasures. Perhaps they read In
her rapt and dreamy eyed abstraction
the truth of her coming. It was not
the articles nor their value that she
craved it was the story she read in
'
each one.
Sometimes one of the attendants
called her attention to some newly
acquired article, always assured of her
Interest and appreciation. They could
not know that in the days before her
unfortunate father's failure In business
and his subsequent death, there had
been many treasures in her own home.

She was alone now and, perforce, content with looking at the belongings of
other people.
There was an ancient escrltolr with
a fascinating number of pigeon holes

.

--...

.

r(ia
.Hn.
sh. hi

.

.hon
parU4
with half of her savlnga It had Uken
her two years to accumulate, but some- She
how she felt supremely happy.
was about to make someone, very
.

V.

bappy, too.
She called up one after another of
the hospitals until she discovered the
one wherein Spohr bad been confined.
There she learned, his address and
entering a subway train, she was soon

at her destination.
It proved to be a lodging bouse In
a very cheap quarter of the west side.
When she rang the bell and asked for
Mr. Spoh
landlady
the
eyed her keenly?
"I guess he's up to his room. Third
floor front ball. He ain't thinking of
giving lessons here because I won't
have It," she rasped, stepping aside
for the girl to pass her.
"I think not" Elsie was beginning, when there came a step on the
stairs, and she looked up to see Spohr
coming down. He was without a bat,
and In his band he carried some
money. The eyes of the landlady fastened avidly upon the money.
"Did you want to see me, Mr.
Spohr?" she asked meaningly.
"If you please," he said gravely, and
paid her the money. She was instantly overcome with servile politeness.
"Thank you so much, Mr. Spohr!"
sharp-voice-

d

she gushed. "This young lady wishes
to see you you may me the parlor
If you wish." She opened the door of
a stuffy
room, and the
violinist with unmasked surprise on
hiB face, stood aside while Elsie fluttered past him into the dingy room.
"You wished to see me?" he asked
'

(
gently,
She was frightened
Elsie nodded.
now that she was In his presence. She
had not realized that he was so tall
and commanding of presence, or that
his voice was so rich and vibrant. He
looked proud, too. What would he say
to her when she explained her er

rand?
What be did say to her in his amazed
surprise neither of them ever remem
bered. When they parted it was with
the sweet knowledge that each had
found a friend. Gustav Spohr had expressed his gratitude so delicately, so
gracefully, that Elsie parted from him
without one doubt as the wisdom of
her Impulsive action. He had told her
gently that he treasured her kindliness
above everything that had ever nap
pened to him, and that the return of
his violin would enable him to resume
his position with the large theater orchestra of which he had once been soloist; with the renewal of his health
he would not only regain that position,
but later on hoped to appear in

and secret drawers that attracted Elsie this afternoon. She was standing
there, wondering if within some still
concealed compartment there might
not be a bundle of old love letters
tied about with a blue ribbon which
would fall to pieces at a touch. There
might be a withered rose or a wrinkled
little glove, some relic of a bygone romance.
From her dim corner behind the
escrltolr Elsie was roused to look toward the front of the shop where the
proprietor was In conversation with a
After that there were many de
young man who
slender, dreamy-eyemusical treats in store for El
lightful
to
the light.
was holding a violin
Tickets had a pleasant
sie
Chapln.
the
"It is an Amati!" protested
"habit of dropping into her mall, and
young man.
many times she went to hear Oustav
"All violins are Amatl or..Stradlvar-lus,Spohr play. Once a month he sent her
replied the proprietor skeptical a
payment on' the $100. and she was
$10C
will
I
you
"Mr.
give
Spohr,
ly.
when the debt
almost disappointed
I
am
I
If
it
Instrument.
buy
for the
was cancelled. The obligation, be said,
to
handle
not
I
do
like
taking a risk.
never could be paid.
musical Instruments."
The day they were married, Gustav
the
The muscian bent bis head over
Elsie to her curiosity shop and, to
took
beautiful violin. He passed a tendei her
the old escrl
delight,
hand over the satiny wood, flicked s tolr which shepurchased
loved, and behind which
huwith
almost
vibrated
that
string
she had been hidden when she first
man melancholy and then laid the In- saw him,
case.
in
its
strument
"I can't find any old love letters or
"It is yours for that price," he said Avn a withered rose. Gustav" she
quietly, but Elsie read in his tone de said, after she had thoroughly ran
spair and almost agony at the parting sacked the secret hiding place of the
with an instrument that was doubt desk
less his means of livelihood, for Spohl
"Never mind," he murmured, "hide
was rather shabbily dressed and thil nnr own love letters there for our
""and pale, as though he were recover
ilphlldren to find and tell them
ing from some long illness . or had the story of your old curiosity shop,
been Insufficiently nourished.
and how you found-- a husband there!"
Elsie's tender heart was wrung wlti
pity at this little tragedy being en
Roof Sprinkling.
acted before her. .Many times she
Lrwn water down at Baltimore is
had read tragedies and romances in used
r
for cooling
by a
the antiques of her curiosity shop his house of 26 rooms all for one old
Now she waB witnessing a real heart bachelor.
when
Dr. Crawford-Fros- t
breaking drama.
hot days come, sees that the grass
Fascinated, she saw the proprietoi Is not chilled to the bone by cold wacount out a roll of bills to the violin- ter He has a scheme fixed up to
ist, and triumphantly bow out the de- sprinkle the roof with a fountain,' and
jected young man.
then the water runs from the gutters
By the time tne proprietor nad re into a standplpe, where It is caught
was
stand and thus gives enough pressure for
turned to the violin Elsie
ing beBide him.
it on the grass to the lawn.
"This is for sale?" she asked qui squirting
Say the thermometer is at 95 before
etly.
using the sprinkler; it soon drops to
He nodded. "You saw that young 88 In the third story and in the sec
.
man?"
ond story it drops three degrees once
"Yes
heard what was said," she the sprinkling begins.
It is better
returned.
for the grass not to Have a drink of
"You did!" He frowned.
"He it .cold water just out of the ground, and
Spohr. the violinist. He has been sick It is cooler for the jolly old fellow in
In the hospital and must have money the uouse, besides.
New York Press.
so he sells me this I am taking a
parson-invento-

I

1

chance, of course," he said, looking at
Improved Form of Lighting,
her under his beetling brows.
A new kind of light has been devel
a
be
mean
"You
may
poor instru- oped in France for use In light
ment?"
houses, where the use of electric
"It may be
Again he nodded.
lamps presents some disadvantages.
fake."
The lamp In question has a number of
"You regret your bargain already?" filaments mounted
somewhat after
she asked with apparent simplicity.
the fashion of the fibers of an Incan
The dealer scanned her with shrewd descent gas mantle. In this way
eyes and saw nothing save her Uttte very strong light is secured which,
dove-grapersonality with soft brown moreover, has the desirable property
eyes under the gray hat
of being very uniform in all parts of
s
I let that hundred gc the circumference.
According to re
too quick."
cent trials, the new type of lamp gave
"Then I will give you $100 for it' twenty times as much light as a Wels
said Elsie a little breathlessly.
bach burned and required very little
"Well!" The dealer laughed shortly attention. The lamp is particularly
"1 would not make anything and 1 am adapted for shore lighthouses,
which
In business to make money."
are easily placed in communication
S100.r
"You said it was not worth
with electric light mains.
y

"Yes-perhap-

tZYEN
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LAft VEGA

METHOD

OF SAYING MOISTURE

TERRACE ADDITION TO

Much Can Be Gleaned From Fsrmeri
Who Raise Profitable Crops
With Small Rainfall.

There is much that can be learned
from the methods of the dry land
farmers who raise profitable grain
crops in regions with less than IS
Inches of rainfall
If the practices
which they follow to conserve th
moisture for crops were followed
more closely by farmers everywhere
bigger and better crops could be
grown.
The land Is 'plowed deep to get a
good bed of mellow soil which will
hold the moisture. It is then packed
to make it firm, which holds the
moisture, and the surface is harrowed
within a few hours to let the air into
the top soli and form a surface mulch
of dry soil which prevents the mois
ture from below going up into the air.
The thoroughness with which these
operations are done determine largeOn most
ly the size of the crop.
farms east of the seml-alrlregion
the roller may take the place of the
packer If it is used with
discretion.
The roller Is particularly valuable
to us after plow In lat summer
and early fall when the ground 1
dry. It should be well weighted and
follow the plow closely.
But used
when the ground Is wet it will do
more harm than good.
Go over the ground after the roller
the same half day with Acme or
imoothing harrow and harrow again
after each rain before the seed is
sown. If the ground is plowed eight
to ten Inches deep and well pulverized
the moisture will work up from the
subsoil, but the surface mulch will
keep It from evaporating and a fine,
moist seedbed will result
Soil moisture moves quickly up
It
and down but slowly sideways.
quickly evaporates If there is nothing
on top to prevent It If the surface
Is stirred frequently it breaks up the
myriads of tubes through which the
moisture rises from below and goes
off Into the air.
The dry land farmers find that It
pays them to harrow their grain in the
spring, not only to destroy the weeds,
but to establish a new soil mulch.
Other farmers would find even greater profit in using the harrow or culti
vator In their orchards and cultivated
crops after each rain all through the
'
season.

CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE

'
I have placed upon the market, 100
fifty foot, lots of this addition at 40'c discount from
the regular selling prices.
10
down and 5
a month for eighteen months, without interest or taxes. There are
480 lots left ia the addition and after one hundred of them are sold the price of ,the remaining 380 lots will positively be put back to the regular map prices.
Since I acquired this property three years ago I have solg over $35,000.00 worth on a
,basis of the regular map prices and up to this tale the best discount ever given was not to exceed 25 and that discount only in two or three instances where the purchases wer large
running as high as $5,000.00. That the marked prices are the original can be verified from
more than fifty plats with the price marked upon each lot, which plats are in the hands of real
estate dealers and individuals who have purchased. This addition lies between the State University and the business section of the city on elevated ground, overlooking the Rio Grande
valley for miles.
There has been purchased by the citizens of Albuquerque 160 acres of land one mile east
of the Univeristy for permanent fair grounds.
This means a car line out to the University and on to the fair grounds. When this car
line is built any lot in the Terrace Addition within two blocks of it will be worth from 50 to
100 more than the present map prices. Silver Avenue is Tthe principal street through the
addition. This street is graded its entire lenghth and fine shade trees growing on both sides
of the street for ten blocks. Water is piped through a 5 inch main the full length of the street.
About one third of the lots on Silver Avenue remain unsold and now come under this discount
although most of those sold brought full map prices.

'

d

e

.

There are in (he Addition

lots at
lots at
lots at
lots at
lots at
lots at
lots at
lots at
20 lots at
14 lots at
9 lots at
7 lots at
5 lots at
16 lots at
4 lots at

$100.00, each

22

.

QUALITIES OF HONEY

HIE

55
102
45
80
39
45
16

,

125.00,
150.00,
175.00,
200.00,
225.00,
250.00,
275.00,
300.00,
325.00,
350.00,
375.00,
400.00,
450.00,
'
550.00,

each
each
each
each
each
each
each
each
each
each
each
each
each
each

all subject

to the

40 per cent discount

This is no ordinary real estate offer. There probably is no other city in the United States
with anywhere near the prospects of Alouquerque that close in lots can be purchased for such
money, but one hundred of them must be sold in a hurry.
If you are interested write for a full sized city men showing the Terrace Addition complete, and also a blue print with the price marked upon every lot. No reservations out .of the
480 unsold lots, you can pick any of them.

LOCUST
.

Drought Resisting Tree May Well Be
Grown on Most Farms In th

Northwestern States.
The honey locust is a most beautiful
tree and one that might well be grown
to some extent upon most farms. It
belongs to the legume family or pod
producers and has a beautiful compound leaf. It grows very large and
has sharp thorns on both the branches
and trunk of the tree, says a writer in
the Dakota Farmer. When closely set
In the form of a hedge, it makes a
most formidable barrier against any
kind .of stock. .The Colorado station
In a recent bulletin recommends
the
honey locust as the most drought
of any species of deciduous
trees. When this is taken Into consideration, it will be seen that this
tree deserves a much larger use in the
northwest. It does not sucker as
does Its closely related species,, the
black or yellow locuBt, and is not
nearly as subject to the attack of the
locust borer. The writer has in mind
a specimen of the honey locust In Jer-

Capital Paid in

Surplus

$100,000.00

$50,000.00

.s j j n
LAS VEGAS

Kj
.

M. CUNNINOHAFI,

FRANK SPklNUEK,

auld county, South Dakota, which 1b
one of the handsomest trees he has
ever seen in the Dakotas. It is about
twenty-fiv- e
feet high, very spreading,
and has proven a rapid grower. Northwestern nurserymen highly recommend this tree and offer seedlings and
young .trees at low prices and the Dakota Fanner would urge a larger trial
of this beautiful tree In its territory.

President"
.

II

N.

ALBUQUERQUE,

s
HOSKINS.

Cwhl.r

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Les Vegas Savings Bank
Capital Stocky $30,000.00

jjVJM

'

Office with the San Miguel National Bank

rwTVsisJs.

No animal that, gets only feed
enough to support life can make a
gain or profit
Corn fodder that is dry and dusty
will be improved a little by sprinkling
In the mangers.
The man who can double the productiveness of bis farm more than
doubles Its value.
Provided your cow is a good one,
the more Bhe is fed along right lines,
the more she will give.
methods of breeding
Haphazard
never pay with dairy cattle. The beat
herd bull Is none too good.
One of the chief reasons for butter
becoming rancid at an early age is
the fact that It Is not washed thoroughly.
The bigger the ears of corn when
they are put in the silo," the bigger
the milk flow will be when the silage
Is fed.
The milk utensils must be free
from seams and cracks. It la impossible to keep them clean If thjs Is not
the case.
Before warm weather comes prepare
a cool place for the milk and creaDy
Make the milk and cream room cool,
sweet and clean.
One advantage of succulent feed i&
the fact that it not only provides the
cow with more moisture, but at the
same time Ib more appetizing.

Wm. G. Haydon
II. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

President
President
Treasurer
Vice

Interest PeJd on Deposis
Ej

When your child nas whooping
cough be careful to keep the cough
loose and expectoration easy by giving
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy as. may

be required. This remedy will also
liquify the tough muous and make It
easier to expectorate. It baa been used successfully in many epidemics and
is safe and surer For sal 9 by all
dealers.
THEY

PUT AN

END TO IT

'

Charles Sable, 30 Cook St. Rochester, N. T., says he recjmmenda Foley
Kidney Pills at ever epportuntty
relief
tbfey gave him prompt
from a bad, case of kidney trouble
that had long bothered him. Such
a recommendation, coming from Mr.
Sable, is direct and convincing evidence of the great curative qualities
of Foley Kidney Pills. O. Q. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.

a sprained ankle may as a rule be
cured in from three to four days by
applying Chamberlain's Liniment and
observing the directions with each
bottle. For sale by all dealers.

"FORT" CANNED GOODS

era

Finest Quality Fruits and Vegetables From Field to Can
The Same Day.

ONLY HIGHEST GRADES OF FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES ARE PACKED.

Noted

QUALITY

PURITY

For
CLEANLINESS

ASH YOUR GROCER FOR "FORT" BRAND

LAS VEGLAt DAILY OPTIC,

LOCAL NEWS

lIOT NECESSARY TO 17AIT

M

PAY DAY SPECIALS

She Did it With

j

Regular dance at Armory tonight.

"THE

LUDWIG Wm. ILFELD

White Kitchen.

BUSY"

The automobile of Dr. J. L. Flint
of Watrous, was shipped from bjere
today to Lo Angeles. Dr. Flint went
to California several months ago.

N. B. A wagon lead of Native Cherries for Pies OCp
;
or Preerving, 3 lbs for
Cheaper in larger quantities.

TllESDAlilDNESDAY

OUR GREAH LOaR FLOUR

24 pound
sack, 85c; 48 pound
24 pound sack Lily Flour.
48 pound sack Lily Flour
Pride of Ellenwood, 24 pound sack
Pride of Ellenwood, 48 pound sack

Harket

n This

...$1.65

sack

80c
;

$1-6-

0

75o
11.60

-

i.

1A;

18c
19o
J2.50

J.

......... A.

:V1

,.7!li'i..

..91.40
70c

45c

r;

$2.10

10 pounds
5
3

Compound
pounds Compound
pounds Compound

15 pounds
100 pounds

11-1-

60o
35c

......

$1.00
$6.35

Sugar
Sugar

Hra D. C. Soap........
8 tars D. C.
Soap...
100 bws light House Soap.
8

bars Eight House Soap.

'.

.

5

..$3.00

.Mr

7.7. . .7.777:7..

We will give a discount of
ing the above 3 days.

ju.

.1:

...'.TTr."

.100

. .". .".

....

...

25o
$3.00
25o

per cent on all other groceries

u

LSL-AUllW-

dur-

c)

ELIZABETH
BRIDE

LORETTO

MNTYRE

OFjLCOLWELL

WILL OCCUR TONIGHT

IN
WILL BE HELD
UNIT-- . EXERCISES
midsummer ball of B. of POPULAR YOUNG COUPLE
8CHOOL ON THE WEST
THE
THIS
IN
MARRIAGE
ED
L. F. and E. at Armory June 20.
SIDE
. MORNING
i
Music by SImlson five piece orchee
tra. Tickets $1 per couple.
at it Tonight at 8 o'clock will occur the
At low mass this morning
annual graduating exercises of the Ltf
Immathe
Owing to the cold weather of yes o'clock in the Church of
retto
of
academy. An excellent program
the
marriage
culate
Conception
terday afternoon and last night the
been
has
arranged in which the gradof Rocky
trip of the Laa Vegas troop of Boy Miss Elisabeth Mclntyre
honor students will partiand
uates
was
this
of
Colwell
Ford
to
John
city
Scouts planned for today has been
e
Friends
and patrons of the
Rabey-rollA.
cipate.
postponed until Thursday. The boys celebrated, Rev. Father
to bp present. The
invited
are
school
was
The ceremony
officiating.
will go to Agua Zarca where they will
will occur, in the assembly
exercises
friends
Immediate
attended
only by
camp over night, returning home Friside.
and relatives of the bridal couple. hall of the school on the West
day evening.
Following is the program:
Miss Delia Mclntyre, ""the bride's sisChildren's Carnival Waltz. . .Streabog
Charles Greenclay has purchased ter, acted as maid of honor and James
Misses Agneda Delgado, Violet Leonthe
man.
was
McGovern
best
During
the Interest of Ralph Gohlke in the
ard, Margaret Carscallen, Marcella
Buffalo Hall on the West side of the service Miss Marie Clements and Miss
DesMarals, Alice DesMarais.
beautiful
a
rendered
Clements
Plaza.
Mr. Gohlke will take charge Lucy
Wuchs
Pioneer Days
Ida
Miss
You
Love
"I
Truly."
duet,
f the new Elks' home, this being his
Marcella
C. de Baca,
Sofia
Misses
march.
reason for disposing of his Interest Laird played the wedding
the marriage a threo trice Standish, Ruth Case, JosephineFollowing
in the establishment. Ernest Mackel
. Murphy,
Pepa Ortega, Junita Casawill be employed as successor to Mr. course wedding breakfast was served
a
ns, Agneda Delgado.
D.
C.
Mrs.
and
home
Mr.
of
the
at
Gohlke. in charge of the place.
...Miss
Mary Vigil
Mr. and
Welch,- 1012 Fourth street
March . ,
Teilman
Centenary
El
for
Colwell
this
afternoon
Mrs.
left
Bulletins of the activities of the
Misses Mary Phillips, Bertie Leonard,
on
short
Paso
a
They
honeymoon
trip.
opening day of the republican nationBeatrice Standish, Mildred Chandal convention in Chicago were receiv- will be at home at 1012 Fourth street
Hazel Bell, Margaret Cousins.
ler,
1.
after
July
ed here through the Mountain States
of the Lion... A. de Kontski
Awaking
Mrs. Colw,eir ia a sister of Miss
Telephone and Telegraph company
Misses Elolsa Baca, Mary Phillips.
Las
Delia
in
been
has
and.
Mclntyre
and were posted up In various parts
Marie Clements, Bertie Leonard,
of the city. The bulletins were re- Vegas several months, coming here
'
Ruth
Case, Josephine Murphy.
nafrom
She
Colo.
a
is
Rocky Ford,
ceived at close Intervals and containA
Cherished
Recitation
Memory
ed all of the news of the big "doings" tive of Stewart, la. Mr. Colwell has
Miss Mildred Chandler
been a resident of Las Vegas for the
in the Windy City.
Guillaume Tell
........Rossini
past two years, coming here from
Baca
a:
Misa
Piano
Elolsa
The condition of J. E. Speare, San- Stewart, la., in 1910. He is employed
Piano b": Miss Marie Clements
brake-maas
Fe
the
a
Santa
railroad
ta Fe fence foreman, who was run by
Minims
The marriage is the culmina Busy Little Housewives
down Sunday night by the automoPiano-MiB. Standish'
tion
of
love
a
childhood
affair.
Both
bile owned and driven by William
have mjany Centenary Drill.. Eighteen Little Girls
Adlon and seriously injured remains Mr. and Aim Colwell
Harp Fantasy, Fourteen Voung Ladies
'
unchanged, according to the report friends here.
Sonata Quasi Una Fantasia, Op 27
issued this afternoon by the authori
Beethoven
A
name
as Jose
native giving his
ties at the Las Vegas hospital wiherej
Miss Florence Elliot
he Is confined. The injured man has S&sohez was arraigned before Judge Chorue
'
Farewell to Graduate
little fever and Is conscious at all D. It. Murray this ''morning on the
'
Glad
Reluctant
With
yet
Tonight
times. However, It will' be several charge of resisiting an officer. Ha was
Feet, I Stand
d
though he
days or a week before the crisis Is fined $25 and costs-anBy the Golden Gates Ajar, of the
to
raise
he
the
hopes
cash,
necessary
nature
to
of
his
the
passed, owing
School girl's Promised Land."
Injuries. The man Is suffering with is Btill confined in thje city jail. Night
Honors Diploma
and
Graduating
Officer
him
Pierce
arrested
Murphy
thiree broken ribs,
broken collar
on
conferred
Miss
medal
Elolsa
gold
bones, Injuries about the head, and early this morning north of the Hill- E. Baca.
a punctured lung., in his condition site park as being a suspicious char
Distribution of other gold medals
pneumonia is to be feared as this acter. The man had in his possession and rewards. '
a
claimed
which
he
to
rug,
would prove fatal.
belong
DesMarais, Mildred Chandler,
him,. However, as it isn't the usual
Peculiar Mr. Brown.
custom for a person to go around the
Miss Elolsa Baca
Valedictory
streets at 2 o'clock a. m. with a rug
Address
F. O'Connor
...Rev.
under his arm, Murphy placed the
man under arrest The man balked
There Is no real need or anyone beat this and it took considerable ef
ing troubled with constipation. Chamfort on the officer's part to persuade berlain's Tablets will cause an agreethe gent to go with him to the cooler. able movement of the bowels without
Give them a
No one reported a rug stolen this any unpleasant effect
trial. For sale by all dealers.
morning, but in case anybody misses
are properly laundered at our
such an article he would do well to apply at the city hall and take a look
plant We have an especial deat the rug on .exhibition there, as it
partment fully equipped with
1
the latest appliances for launmay be the one he is looking for.
dering ladles wear and the
'
NEWMAN GETS DRAW
employes In this department
are experts in every sense of
Albuquerque, N. M., June 18. Louis
the word.
Newman, the Denver lightweight and
If you have not already done
Kid Yoakum of Dallas, Tex., went 20
so, send your,, summer Bhirt
rounds to a draw last night at the
waists and other garments to
Elks' opera house before a large auus and let us show you how
dience of fight fans. The scrap was
fast and close throughout and at the
nicely we make them appear.
end both, boxer were well battered
Ouri charge Is hot high nnJ
tfco work Is prompt.
up. Jimmy Donavan and the Kongo
Kid, went ten rounds and Kid Wha- AND
ley and Jack; Wilson went on for a
short bout preliminary to the big
match of the evening.

SUITS REDUCED

PER CEUT
This includes all our new Spring Models in Hart Schaffuer
& Marx, Michaels Stern, and Ederhe mer Stein makes.

6

DAYS

ONLY

CO. STORE

Tbe Home of The Best of Everything Eatable
T7-18-- I9

$1.65
sack Moses beet flour
85c
sack Moses best flour.
...T.
$1.60
ealck Old Homestead flour
80c
sack Old Homestead flour
10c
2 pound package Ralston buckwheat flour . .
$6.55
100 pounds cane sugar
$1.00
..'
14 pounds can sugar ...,..r
,$6.35
100 pounds beet sugar
v. .4 .' . . . ' $100
15 pounds beet sugar,
7..... .77 25e
7 pounds good old potatoes
26c
6 pounds new potatoes
'. 25c
... 7. ........ 2..
3 packages macaroni
25c
3 packages spagettl
25c
3 packages vermicelli
......... 65c
3 pound jar Belnz preserves
25c
....... T. .V. . .
1 quart jar appie butter
45o
salad
Richelieu
1 65c bottle
dressing
..... 25c
8 bags salt ...
25c
8 bars D. C soap
25c
7 bars tar soap
25c
6 bars Sunny Monday soap
: ;
25c
6 bars toilet soap
..17c
Standard Breakfast bacon by the side, per pound
$1.30
Pure lard, large pails
70c
Pure lard, medium pails
.'
45c
Pure lard, small palls
$1.10
Compound lard, large palls
60c
Compound lard, medium pails
. 777T7.
'.'...'... ".
'.. 40c
Compound lard, small palls

.......

............

..

.......................

GREENBERGER'S

When waste is elimi- -

bated the problem of
'economy is solved.

i

i'

&

WW
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!

lAn

li

OF COSTLY,

Automatic
JRefrigerator
soon 'saves its cost by
keeping foods wholesome, sweet and pure.'

ss

And you will like

the wide, deep, high snowwhite

food chambers,always sanitary, always cold.

s

,

jm

Cm

jQMnsEn
Exclusive Local

Cl

con

Agents

ROUP TRIP

Linen Skirts

SPECIAL SALE FOR CASH ONLY JUNE

HENS AND BOYS

ALL

GRADUATION

Your Shirt
Waists and

AT THE GBAAF & HAYWABD

vx

7

JUNE 15 TO 22

'

Standard Hams ... v A. V.
Standard Bacon .... !
20 pound Pure Lard.... T.
10 pounds Pure Lard
5 pound Pure Lard......:.......
3 pounds Pure Lard
20 pounds Compound
;

a

JAP-A-LA- C

.

Just a Little the Best Flour

ra

"""s

Annual

CASH

MONDAY --

fa ra n n r" ra

s

Enamel Red. Enamel Green. Blue. Dead Black. Brilliant Black and Fiat
are also effective in renovating straw hats.
White

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye. aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.

t

DAVIS
IKE
GROCER.
THE

r--

PHONE flAlN 371

Fidel Corix will give a Spanish
dance at Rosenthal hall tonight. Admission free; 5 cents per dance, t

ALWAYS

THAT'S

STORE

.

"

SAL

DAY

AT

JAP-A-LA- C

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar.

EVERY DAY IS A BARGAIN DAY

PEGIAL 6

Jap-a-la- c.

Her best straw bat was yellow, and It didn't match her gown.
But she knew that she could fix it so she didn't pout or frown.
and colored it with that.
She bought some Dead Black
And now her friends admire what they think's a brand new hat.

A COMPLETE soda water fountain
. for sale
cheap.
Inquire at the

AT,

TUESDAY, JUNE 18, 1912.

SUMMER

EXCURSIONS
PUEBLO, CGLO. $11.0(1

COLORADO

SPRINGS $13.70

DENVER $10.60

.

Use Nothing But

FER1ELL
JAM

Las , Vegas Steam
Laundry

Phone Main SI ' 617 DougU Awe

PRESERVES

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

Woman to
and downstairs work.
Street.

WANTED

do
1054

ST. LOUIS, MO.

CHICAGO, ILL

Seventh
'"

There's a Reason

$45.30

$45.30

,
t
Also rates to many other points in East, North East, Wes
and North West including points in Old Mexico and points in
British Columbia.
,

Tickets on sale daily June 1st. to Sept 30th. are first class
and good for stop over, in either direction. Final return
limit October 3lst, 1912f";,
Also tickets good for return within 60 days from date on
sale to many points in East!; .'.
-

JEW

cooking

ST. PAUL, MINN

$40.30

YORK,

0.

VIA STANDARD LINES

VIA DIFFERENTIAL LINES
.

$75.30

$72.30

For further information call on or write.

dl

They Are Pure

U iTJ

D. L; BATCIIELOH,

Agent.

Sold by
YOUR ATTENTION PLEASE to the neat, J novel and inexpensive line of small jardiniers and ferneries we are displaying
in our window.

50stfeeSiPERRY ONION & SON
-S-

EEDSMEN

&

FLORISTS

BOUCHER
"The Store of Satisfaction"

gS121

1

EVERYBODY

READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

